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ESTANCIA
Mawl

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday,
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Herald Eiuibli.hed

1008

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST

Fred Ayers íb reportad improving very slowly,
Wotindorsfcanil that Dr. Livingflton of Denver, will take Dr. Amble'a place here.
Mr. and tin. H. D. Smith and C. B. Smith
of cedarvale were iu r.etancia Wednesday.
F. Q. imboden was here from bis ranch in
MnBtonio draw Wednesday after a load of lum
ber.
Mrs. A. J. (jreen will leave this evening for
newifirK. UKtHlmma, to sen tne uroen preiierty
at that place and at Ponca (Jity. She will be
absent about ten days, and uptin her return
will so to California for a visit.

Resignation of T. F. Chavez
as justice of the peace for Pre
cinct 11. Dresented and accepted.
Report of sheriff for month of
March presented and approved.
M. A. Maloney appointed justice of the peace for Lucy precinct.
Official bond of D. S. King as
are county surveyor presented and

Proctor Madole has returned
from the wars.
Business men of Albuquerque
D. C. Howell was up from Wil planning an excursion trip through the
Estancia vallty. It is gratifying to know that
lard Wednesday.
the bnsiness men of Albuquerque have learned
is such a place as the Kstanoia
Rhode Island Red eggs for set that there
Money makes t ho mare go, aod tho peo
ting. J. A. Bretz.
llo of the Kstancia vulley having acquired
oomraodity, others who would like
somo of
T. L. Gunter of Belén nade a to share that
Even tho
in it are taking notice.
newspapers of Albuquerque heve several times
short visit here last week.
during the past two years mentioned the place,
demonstrating that thoy are aware of
Wanted, a Saturday man at thereby
its existence. The people of the Estancia valley, wo feel sure will ho delighted to meet the
barber shop. George Fenley.
business men of Alnuquorque and will give
For Hereford bulls, the good them a cordial welcome.
R. H. Wells of Cedarvale was before
kind, see J. S. Clack at Tajique.
Justice Peterson Tuesday on a charge
J. B. Herndon, the Albuquer of shooting a cow belonging to H. D.
que banker, was here last Satur- Smith, who was the complaining wit.

vat-le-

The American Hag
(Drake)
When Freedom, from her mountain
height,
v
Unfurled her standard to the air.
tore
azure
the
She
robe of night
And set the stars of glary there!
She mingled with its gorgeous dyes
The milky baldric of the skies.
And striped its pure celestial white
With streakings of the morning light- men, iruui uib uiansiun in ine sun,
ne canea ner eagie-Deardown
AnA iravii infn hia
luiiiy Iimuu
The symbol of her chosen land.
Flag of the brave! Thy folds Bhall fly
Tha sign of hope and triumph high!
When speaks the signal trumpet tone
And the long line comes gleaming on,
Ere yet the lifeblood, warm and wet,
Has dimmed the glistening bayonet,
Each soldier's eye shall brightly turn
To where thy skyboru glories burn,
And, as his springing Bteps advance,
Catch war and vengeance from the
glance.
Flag of the free, heart's hope and home,
By angel hands to valor given,
Thy Btars have lit the welkin dome,
And all thy hues were born in heaven.
Forever float that Btandard sheet !
Where breathes the foe but falls before us,
With Freedom's soil beneath our feet,
And Freedom's
banner streaming

w

nk,.

r

day.

For sale. Parke Davis &Co.'s
Blacklegoids The Titsworth Co.
Capitán, N. M.
C. Ortiz went to Santa Fe
Tuesday on business.
He returned Wednesday.
Ten head of young cows for
M.
sale, all will bring calves.
G. Koen, Cedarvale.
For sale, a registered saddle
stallion about 16 hands high, by
J. S. Clack, Tajique, N. M.
For Sale, yearling and two- year-ol'Hereford Bulls. The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.

ness. The case was dismissed. John Doe
was up yesterday on a charge of
drunkenness.
Tho court gave him
thirty days in jail, suspended the sen
tence and gave him an hour in which
to leave town.
He said he didn't need
that much time, and proved it,
S. D. McGinnis of Omaha, Nebraska,
who owns land northwest of Moriarty,
is here looking after his land. Mr.
McGinnis has a pretty strong notion of
moving down here in time to farm next
year. He could not arrange his other
interests in time to come and farm
this year.
W. E. Cawlfield has sold his farm in
the foothills to M. D. Strong, of
Rotan, Texas.
L. M. Chenoworth, an oil man

aDDroved.

Petition of people of Varney
asking that new voting precinct
be created, boundaries to be
same as School Dist 20, and recommending appointment of W.
F. Irwin as justice of the peace
and A. J.' Imhoff as constable
for said precinct if created, presented, and board decided to
grant petition and create said
precinct at next regular meeting.
Report of county treasurer of
daily deposits in Estancia Savings Bank presented and approved.
No action taken in application
of J. J. Contreras for appointment as road, superintendent.
Petition of E. U, Brown for
erection and maintenance of
bridge with underground pass
age for stock between sections
6 7, granted upon filing of
a bond of $100 by petitioner for
the faithful performance of his
agreement to keep same in repair and erection of same so as
not to interfere with or jeopardize safety of traveling public.
Bond filed and approved.
Emilio Chavez appointed con
stable for Lucero precinct.
Manuel Sales appointed court
house janitor for three months.
J, W. Davis complained to the
board that W. W, Wagner has
maintained gates across lines between sections heretofore mentioned in previous petition, and
asked that the board order same
taken down and said line opened
for use of public. Board advised complainant that it will appoint viewers provided a bond of
$25 is filed with the clerk, and
board recommends Mr. Merriheld
and Mr. DaviB recommends D. S.
King as viewers.
In the matter ot retaining
county agent, board finds that no
special levy can be made and
funds available are insufficient,
therefore it decides to discon
tinue services of county agent.
Treasurer reported funds on
hand for distribution as follows:
$6,700.00
General county fund
4,a)U.0U
Salary
27-2-

D

April 12,

1917

Wild Animal Bounty
Publication
General school
State loan
Road

Volume XIII No.
530.00
18 00
380.00
82.77
2,175.00
100.00
242.66

Court house and jail
County special
Petition of people of Moun-tainafor incorporation of said
village granted.
Bond of $100
filed and
approved, Jacobo
Chavez appointed census enumerator, and county surveyor ordered to make report as provided
by ltw.
Joint bid of Mariano Vigil and
Ventura Sandoval for work to be
done at court house, being the
only bid, was accepted for the
sum of $221.
Bidders required
to file bond of $442.
Board
agrees to advance $100 upon filing of bond and commencement
of work.
Resignation of Emilio Chavez
as justice of the peace for Pre
cinct 1, presented and accepted.
Letter from state auditor re
ceived classifying Torrance as
second class county. Assessed
valuation 1916, $8,508.839.
Petition ofS. B. Everett for
correction of taxe3 heretofore
presented was again presented
and rejected.
Bill of Canuto Lopez for ser
vices as judge of election at J. P.
and constable election last Jan
uary disallowed, as no compensation is provided in such cases.
Bills of Julian Romero y T., and
Margarita Baca for like services
disallowed on same grounds.
Following bills presented and
no action taken:
$276.62
Estancia Lumber Co
C. D. Ottosen, health off 221.00
R. A Marble, road viewing 10.00
Ralph Roberson, J. P. fees 66.50
175.27
Estancia Lumber Co
Donaciano Chavez, roadwk 60.00
Bill of Juan Cavano, $12.45
constable fees, disallowed.
Following claims approved and
ordered paid out of salary fund:
D. C. Howell, changing
$57.50
levies 1916
Annie Porter, sal 1st qr 250.00
150.00
Eligió Gutierrez, sal
Raymundo Romero, sal
550.00
550.00
Julian Salas, sal
Melcor Luna, sal
150.00
150 00
Jesus Candelaria, sal
150.00
Ponciano Shachez, sal
FelicianoChavezySalas, sal 550.00
250.00
L. A. Rousseau, sal
375.00
Alejandro Baca, sal
(Balance of proceedings will be
prirted next week.)

CONDENSED

25

REPORT

OF THE

Estancia Savings Bank
OF ESTANCIA, N. M.,

ir

At the

Close of Business March 5, 1917

RESOURCES
Loans
$135,832.74
Bank 'g house, fur. and fix.
4,568.73
Real estate
2,127.25
Cash and sight exchange 71,752 40

LIABILITIES
Capital stock
Surplus and und. profiits
Deposits

$214,231.12

The above statement is correct,

$ 15,000.00
8,573.03
190,658.09
$214,231 12

J.

S. KELLY, Cashier.

We Solicit Your Business

Pastime Theater
Saturday Night, April

14,

"THE eUB"

A fascinating and exciting story of Kentucky fueds.
Tuesday Night, April 17.

comedy entitled

"The Billionaire"

Also HELEN GIBSON in
from Oklahoma; was here last
Mysterious Cipher"
"The
VI.
week looking over the valley. He
Dr. Edmonston of Columbia, expressed .himself as being faMissouri, has been here for a vorably impressed with the inweek past, looking after his land dications here.
B. W. Means, Jr., came up
o'er ub.
interests.
For sale, lease on school sec from Belen last Saturday and reESTANCIA REALTY COMPANY
I
good till Oct. 1, mained over Sunday visiting
tion 16 in
WAR DECLARED
working
in a
He is
O. L. Drake, 108 N. 51st friends.
1920.
H. C. WILLIAMS, Manager
restaurant for T. L. Gunter, who
St., Seattle, Wash.
War has been declared between Geraddition
in
a
restaurant
conducts
$2.50
a
Cotton seed meal at
many and the United States.
!
Estancia, N. M.
Germany has been making war on sack and home grown seed po to his bee ranch.
the country for a long time, and con tatoes at five cents. R. V. Gil
j
gress and the president have at last bert, Moriarty, N. M.
Estancia Valley Farms and New Mexico Stock Ranch- M. E. LADIES' AID
recognized and declared the fact that a
I
es, large and small, improved and unimproved.
Mr. Welch has organized a
state of war exists. '
It is now the duty of every person, singing class here, to continue
On April the 10th the Ladies'
man and woman, who owes allegiance for ten days.
The meetings are Aid met with Mrs. Kelly at the
Write us your wants. If its farming or grazing land,
i
to and claims the protection of the
club room.
After the regular
United States government, to support held at the Baptist church.
that government in every possible way.
County Clerk Julian Salas business meeting the improve!
WE HAVE IT
There are readers of this papar who
to Santa Fe the first of the ments planned for the church
think war could and should have been went
again considered.
The
were
before
witness
as
a
week,
called
avoided.
The writer believes, and has for a the federal grand jury in session check for the carpet was granted,
and the work is to be begun at
long time believed just the opposite. there.
But whatever may have been our
The repairs on the inside
It will Day you to visit John once.
views heretofore, our duty is low
be finished first, and the
Berkshire's new store and meat will
plain.
painting as soon as the weather
And there are many ways of sup- market at the upper end of the
. permit.
Sunday Bchool
porting the country besides shoulder- street. The stock is new, large, will
Not all of us can do that. and good, and the prices are rooms, grounds and all will be
ing a gun.
But if nothing else, every person can
improved and made! comfortable
support the country by loyal attitude right.
The ladies of
and attractive.
And let it not be supand speech.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burruss, the Aid have been untiring in
Springtime will be upon you in short order
posed that this is unimportant.
Mrs. Matt Freilinger, their efforts to raise means for
It is quite probable that those of our Mr. andGeorge
now, and you'll need things for warm weather.
Freilinger
have this task, and should be conreaders who nave been opposed to war Jr., and
blind themselves because the outrages returned from Palomas Springs, gratulated
We have a fine stock of the kind of goods you
success,
on their
of the enemy are a long way off and where they spent about a month. Some of the men have helped
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
want, including furnishings, trimmings and nodo not touch them personally.
If their They report they had a very en liberally, and others have promwas being destroyed and their
CAPITAL 25,000.00
Eroperty murdered,
tions, all priced at small margins.
ised to help when the money was
it is likely that they joyable outing.
would be yelling to the utmost capacity
Does a general banking business. Live stock loans u specialty. We invite 1
needed.
been
has
Gallegos,
who
Acasio
you to call on us and tell us your needs. .
of their lungs for the government to
Kelly's
Mrs.
refreshments
on trial in district court at
get busy and protect them.
They
C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
bountiful.
unique
W. A. MARSHALL, V.-and
WOOD,
were
Pres.
H.
F.
of
aspects
from
larger
Furthermore, the
in the case taken
the war should not be lost sight of. here on a change of venue, was would have appealed to and sat- The issues go far beyond the mere
sned the taste of the most fas
the United States and acquitted on Monday. His friends tidious, and everyone pronounced
Suarrel between
here will be very giaa to near
over the outrages perpetratand Mrs.
ed by the latter.
It is a war between that he has been cleared of the the social feature
BBUHnHBMXBIHHHHHHmHMIHHH
Kelly's "eats" a drawing card.
democracy and autocracy.
him.
against
charges
In the interests of humanity at large
The Aid adjourned to meet with
the autocracies must be overthrown,
Rtraved. 2 cows. 1 white, blue Mrs. Elgin.
to the end that in the future irresponsi- head, branded AK connected on
ble despotisms claiming authority from
1 roan, dehorned,
God cannot fill the world with spies right shoulder;
METHODISKHURCrl
T
on right' shoulder.
and plots and drag unwilling people in- branded
to bloody wars for world, domination. Suitable reward for information
Let us not be degenerate offspring or return.
Cedar- M. G. Koen,
Sunday school 10 a. m. Ep- of sires who fought and died on many
worth League 6:45 p. m. Preachbloody fields tor th'j holy cause of free- vale, N. M.
ing services 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.
dom.
The Estancia Lumber Co., or m. Preaching services at New
Every Customer a Booster
As long as despotisms exist, men
Lumwho want peace must fight for it, and the owners of the Estancia
p. m.
3
house
school
Home
Car
Universal
The
men who will not fight for peace do ber Co , have bought out the
Prayer meeting Thursday 7:30 p.
'
not deserve peace.
People's Mercantile Co. at wu-lar- m., Rev. Geo. H. Cook, leader.
The Car You Will Éventually Buy
Let us pledge ourselves at the alter
put
in
will
they
said
is
It
will
liberty,
$406.20
is
meeting
,
of
firmly reaolved that we
Sunday school board
The Price
i
j
ir..i
HIBLER & HOOD, Proprietors
endure whatever sacrifices arc neces- a pig stoCK ana rjari nauiuu,
after prayer meeting. All are
The Agency is Yalley Auto Co.,
sary to achieve ibe end.
heretofore employed Dy tne wii-lar- d invited to the services.
When we have done that we shall
manM.
Mercantile Co , will be
Estancia, Encino, Mountainair
have emancipated the world from the
curse of despotism and the thing that ager.
COMMISSIONERS'
supports it militarism.
Bv some means, probably boys
One particular in which the producers with matches, a hre started in
RESTAURANT
PROCEEDINGS
of this county can perform patriotic the park Sunday about noon.
Chili and Short Orders
service just as important as bearing Before anybody noticed it, it naa
arms, is in the matter of increased food
headway that it
Fiaola Bread
April Session, 1917.
production. All kinds of food products raineH such
Therel E. A. Miller appointed con Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof
will be needed in increased quantities, muiM not be stopped.
Every were
and they will bring big prices.
large accumulations oi stable for Duran precinct. Oath
Cakes and Pies
person who just raises a garden for his tumbleweeds along the fence,
administered.
J. R. WASH.
own use is doing his bit, because to
was
fence
Petition of people of Precinct
that extent he cuts off his own demand and perhaps half the
is prooaoie inai 7. askinar an election on prohibí
for outBide supplies.
County Agent burned. It
Also V on right hip,
Harwell bas just received instructions many of the small trees were tion Question deferred until such
From now on to get the Greatest Returns for your Money.
from the Agricultural Department to killed, and possiDiy some oi me
cross nn right shoulattor
of
district
as
advice
time
use every effort to speed up production.
will be easy to keep if' you always see us
der. XX on left hip.
The above Resolution
ney can be had.
A meeting will be held tonight at 7:30 larger ones.
north
miles
6
Rane
before buying.
1 ipile west of Lucy.
at his office to take preliminary steps Dr. Edmonston has made the
Petition of people of Abo pre
in the matter, and another meeting will
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Our car load of canned goods is now in and our grocery department is
so far heard in cinct asking for an election on
be held Saturday afternoon at 2:30 at best suggestion
Edmonds & Sons,
in con
well stocked with fresh canned goods bought and being sold at last
the Pastime Theatre, at which every rpirarrt to oil. tras and artesian prohibition, found not rejected
N. M., of any cattle with above
Lucy.
farmer who can be there is wanted. water prospecting. He suggests formity with law and
year's prices.
brands strayed from range.
Let's do the thing that lies right at our that a Innal comnanv be formed, without Dreiudice.
Also big shipments of onions, spuds and sweet potatoes. door. Get busy.
Wasson
W.
pay
On
L.
for
of
Detition
to
sold
enough
and stock
T. Sanchez
Hnilino- - several wells; that land section line east one mile from Raymond
For Sale.
The Leader that Leads discriminating women to our store is the
owners who lease their lands to corner common to
General Merchandise
I offer for immediate sale my tlio pnmnnnv take Day therefor
closed as road subject to re
Style and Beauty of our stock of
Wagon Yard
team and farm implements, feed in stock of the company. Under opening on complaint and proot
All Kinds of Feed
stuff and a lease on the J. R. such arrangement it would make that same is necessary; same has
Beck farm, 11 miles west of Es no difference whatever where not been heretofore used and is Land for Sale
Chililí, N. M.
tancia, which is partially planted wells were drilled.
If a paying obstructed bv lake making it
and ready to plant.
This is one streak was found, all would share impractical as a road.
of the best farms in the foothill in tho nrnfit If the wells should
Petition of Ray mundo Romero
OVERLAND CARS
country, and here is a chance Drove failures, the people who and Thomas Long for correction
the well dressed woman knows that a perfectly fitted Corset is the
for somebody to (ret in on the lease their lands would lose noth- of taxes, approved and recom
foundation to a correct appearance. Our corset figures are especially
ground floor. W. E. Cawlfield ing The rjeoDle who pay money mended to court.
attractive and we would like to lead you our way.
Bond of Eugenio Montoya,
for stock would of course lose
To Exchange.
STABILITY
FOR
12,
Jesus
and
Precinct
The
constable
bets.
their
of
the amount
Valdez, constable Precinct 13,
Some good rental town prop- oiiirtTonrinn contemplates non-as- erty in Kansas and Oklahoma to wanhle stock, as a matter of nresented and aDDroved.
Petition of Willie Elgin for
exchange for Torrance county course.
Heretofore the com
Oarage and Repair
correction of taxes on Las Salinas
land. See or write U L. Higday, munity has been too poor to
anvthinK of this kind. Grant, approved and recoup
Shop
For Sale.
and we have been trying to get mended to court
Frostenpetition
of
Neis
The home of John Deere and Ledbetter Lister Planters as well as other
On
if
Now.
do
it.
to
somebody
else
Mountainair, N. M.
300 head coming
line between
high grade farming implements.
heifers, also two good work the community wants the job aon. section
ordered opened
A.
BEAL,
Dealer
horses. Also 40 cows, some with Hons it is not necessary to find and use7 of traveling
public.
for
young calves. See A. J. Green. somebody else.
5--
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NEWS-HERAL-
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Spring Dress Goods

ENCINO STñTE BANK

KEMP BROS.
Modern Garage

THE

FIX-I-

SHOP

SERVICE FIRST

Agents for Chevrolet Cars

d.

T7i

Tuttle Building, Estancia, N.

RESOLVE

6--

WARNER'S CORSETS
Estancia Lumber Company

two-year-o- ld

20-2- 1

16-1-

J.

)

ESTANCIA

WAR DECLARED
President Sigas War Resolution
Opening Hostilities and
Time it! Pape's Diapepsin ends
Warning Aliens.
all stomach misery in five
minutes.

Aliens Who Obey Law Undisturbed.

"I do hereby further proclaim and
direct that the conduct to be observed
on the part of the United States towards all natives, citizens, denizens
or subjects of Germany, being male,
of the age of 14 years and upwards,
who shall be within the United States
and not actually naturalized, who for
the purpose of this proclamation and
under such sections of the revised
statutes are termed alien enemies,

NEWS-HERAL-

CRISIS OF
WOMAN'S LIFE
Change Safely Passed by
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham a
Vegetable Compound.

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
De Interés para toda la gante
ds Nuevo Mexico.

NEW MEXICO
STATE NEWS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Weatern Newspaper Union Nwi Servios.
shall be as follows:
COMI NU EVENTS.
"All alien enemies are enjoined to
Nuevo Mexico,
July 6
Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
PROCLAMATION
ISSUED
preserve
aaaoclfilion
the peace toward the United
at I n a Veuraa.
Do some foods you eat hit bac- ki
g
un
nuevo
construir
va
á
ninaSe
July
20
Cltisena' Military
States and to refrain from crime
taste good, but work badly; ferment
nr tjia Vhk&s.
Tralnlnir
Wagoner, Okla. "1 never jret tired alo en Rutón
sgalnst
public safety and from violatSept.
8
Annual Northern
Seventh
Vege
's
Into stubborn lumps and causo a sick
Pinkham
E.
Lydia
praising
of
incorporado
Security
el
State
Se
ha
ing the laws of the United States and
Mew Mexico Fair at Katon.
our, gassy stomacnT
ta D i e wjmpouna
Now. Mr. 01 Naval Reserves and Militia Called of the states and territories thereof,
Bank de Portales.
during
because
'Dyspeptic,
Mrs.
A new gymnasium is to be built at
Jot this down: Pape's
and to refrain from actual hostility or
to the Colors and Secret OrCerca de Tularosa se va á estable
Change of Life I
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
Raton.
giving Information, aid or comfort to
was in bed two cer una colonia de Mormones.
ders Rushed to Ships
nothing to sour and upset you. There
the enemies of the United States, and
Punch boards are under the ban In
years and had two
Tres muchachos de Clovls fueron ar
to comply strictly with the regulations
never was anything so safely quick, so
of Navy.
operations, out ail restados por falsificaciones de dinero. Silver City.
which are hereby or which may be
certainly effective. No difference how
the doctors and opA Mormon colony Is to be founded msmmum
MU libras de frijoles, maíz y café
from time to time promulgated by the
ma
badly your stomach is disordered you
erations did me no
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
President, and so long as they shall
good, and I would fueron robadas en un almacén de So near Tularosa.
will get happy relief in five minutes,
themselves
in accordance
nave been in my corro.
Three Clovis boys were held on
Washington, April T. The United conduct
but what pleases you most Is that it
with law they shall be undisturbed In
grave today had it
En Albuquerque se celebrarán, el 9 forgery charges.
strengthens and regulates your atom' States formally entered the war of the the peaceful pursuit
not been for Lydia de abril, una parada y una reunión de
of their lives and
The Security State Bank of Por
ch so you can eat your favorite foods nations at 1:13 o'clock yesterday,
A Large Percentage Fatal
occupations and be accorded the conE. Pinkham s Vegtales has been incorporated.
Appalling as this record acema, la
g
without tear.
etable Comnound lealdad.
that hour President Wilson attached sideration due to all peaceful and
only a fraction of the real number. ItThe
Una fuerza de veinte hombres está
which broutrht me out of it all rient. BO
persons, except so far as reYou feel different as soon as "Pape's his signature to the Flood-MartiA loyalty parade and rally will be
res
aymptomaof cholera Infantum and al
mina
de
my
en
empleada
en la
Pacific
nouseworic,
Diapepsin" comes In contact with the olution declaring that a state of war strictions may be necessary for their j am now well ana ao an
aenlcal poisoning are almost Identical.
held at Albuquerque April 9th.
working in my garden. Several MogollOn.
Diniinosls Is eitremely difficult. Many
stomach distress just vanishes your evlsts between this nation and the own protection and for the safety of besides
A crew of twenty men is employed
actual fly poison caaes ara unracognlied
nave got wen Dy urn-Inmy
neignoors
the
United
ol
and
States,
toward
such
edificio
de
se
Otro
gets
oficinas
está
sweet, no gases, no belch
German government, and pledging all
stomach
Mogollón.
at
mine
at
the
Pacific
Pinkham'sVesretableComLvdiaE.
enemies as conduct themselves
erigiendo en la sección de negocios en
ing, no eructations of undigested food. the vast man and material resources alien
Tht,9?Tll,,, comisas this dancar
in accordance with law, all citizens pound." Mrs. Viola Finical, Wagon
Carlsbad stockmen are marketing a
to childhood and issues this wsrnina
In
Magdalena.
Go now, make the best investment of the country to bringing that war to of the United States
supplement Mo. Sí to the Public
large
enjoined to er, UKia.
Health
are
steers.
of
fed
Iambs
and
number
Report:
you ever made, by getting a large fifty- - a successful close.
Such warning symptoms as sense of
preserve the peace and to treat them
Los agricultores de Carlsbad están
building
going
Is
new
Another
office
ÁHSHa'SÍ"'
flashes, headaches, back
mention
cent case of Pape's Diapepsin from any
l1'"!formention!,
tomando sus medidas para plantar up
merely
tlis purpoie
The resolution had been signed at wun an such friendliness as may be suffocation, hot
of thoae componed of anenlo. ofFatal
In the business Bection at Magda
of impending evil, timidity. más algodón.
store. You realize In ave minutes how the capítol by Vice President Marshall compatible with loyalty and allegiance aches, dread
oaaet of poisoning- of children through
the
of the
palpitation
ears,
the
in
sounds
of
such
lena.
compounds
are
too
far
frequent
me
Zi
needless it Is to suffer from indiges just fifty-nin- e
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Lilies of Peace

ish designs of a government that did
what It pleased and told its people
nothing.
Hut they have played their part In
O! beautiful Easter lilies that
open your hearts today
serving to convince us at last that
no
government
In the dusk of the proud cathe.real
entertains
that
deeply to learn of, but the ships and
act
dral, or the village chapel
to
means
friendship
for
and
ub
peoplo of oilier neulral and friendly
Kray.
against our people and security at its
nations have been sunk and overnt your creamy petals and
look
I
convenience.
whelmed In the waters in the same
FROM
REPRESENTATIVE
BLIND
your buds of pearl and
That it means to stir up enemies
way. There has been no discriminasnow.
InMISSOUR-lAN'against us at our very doors, the
MINNESOTA PUTS
tion. The challenge is to all mankind.
And think of the stifling trenches
tercepted note to the German minisEach nation must decide for Itself
NAME BEFORE HOUSE.
o'er the wide Atlantic's
ter at Moxico City is eloquent' eviCongTess War Declaration Called how it will meet it. The choice we
flow.
dence.
must be made with
ourselves
make
for
Where the soldiers wounded and
for by the President in
Fight That World May Be Safe.
weary, unshaven and una consideration of counsel and a
challenge
of
our
befitting
shorn.
We are accepting this
of Judgment
Address.
FOR PATRIOTISM
Crouched like brasts in their burho3tile purpose because we know that PLEAS
character and our natives as a na
rows, wake to the Easter
in such a government, following sucn
tion.
morn.
methods, we can never have a friend,
,We must put excited feeling away.
And their only Easter anthem ia
and that in the presence of its orOur motive will not be revenge or the
l.
cannon-wheerumbling
STATE
RESOLUTION
DECLARING
the
URGEARMY OF
ganized power, always lying in wait
victorious assertion of the physical
1
mmm
to accomplish we know not what purmight of the nation, but only the vin
OF WAR INTRODUCED BY
of
place
lilies
Easter
the
In
And
pose, there be no assured security for
dication of right, of human right, of
are rows of cruel steel.
REPRESENTATIVE FLOOD.
of the
the democratic governments
which we are onlv a single champion
Brands Germany's Course as War- - When I addressed the Congtess on
world.
of the ruined altars with
I
think
twenty-sixtof February last 1
We are now about to accept the
broken debris strewn,
fare Against All Mankind that the
t'nl'in
thought that it would suffice to asgauge of battle with this natural foe
The roofless walls that totter
Ü. S..VU1 Not Tolerate.
to the sun uud
sert our neutral rights with arms, our
to liberty and Bhall, if necessary
Washington, April 3.
President
right to use the seas against unlawmoon.
spend the whole force of the nation Wilson last night urged Congress, asour
ful Interference, our right to keep
The bells In the battered towers
to check and nullify its pretensions
sembled in joint session, to declare
people safe against unlawful violence.
that hang so sad and still,
and its power.
a state of war existing between the
It now apneutrality,
The silent pipes of the organs,
armed
Hut
the
we
see
glad,
now
that
We
are
HUGE INCREASE III THE NAVY
adGermany,
and
United
and
States
the darkness and the chill,
submapears, is impractical.
Because
facts with no veil of false pretense
army
The empty aisles and the silence
rines are In effect outlaws when used
about them, to fight thus for the ulti vocated the organization of an
once
the music
where
as the German submarines have been
mate peace of the world and tor the of at least 500,000 men, chosen "uppoured.
Declares That War Must Be Against used against merchant shipping, it is
liberation of its people, the German on the principia of universal liability
to
gladness
In a silver flood of
ships against
peoples included; for the rights of na- to service."
Berlin Government and Not the Impossible to asdefend
greet the risen Lord,
the law of nations
their attacks
great
and small and the privitions
among
the lilies
And kneeling
German People and Asserts United has assumed that merchantmen would
lege of men everywhere to choose
fragrant and pure and fair,
Washington, April 3 While the
Spates Must Guard World Liberty.
defend themselves against privateers
their way of life anil of obedience. House
lilies, I
wondrous
and
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The
Representaorganizing,
was
or cruisers, visible craft giving chase
The world must be made safe for de
breathe an Caster prayer.
upon the open sea."
mocracy.
Its peace must be planted tive Flood, chairman of the House
WcBtern NewMjmiifi- I'nlnii Kpws
upon the trusted foundations of polit committee on foreign affairs, introIt is common prudence In sucn cir
"Lord of the Easter morning, in
Washington,
April 3.
President cumstances, grim necessity indeed, to
thy compassion great.
ical liberty.
duced a joint resolution declaring that
i;
Wilson addressed a joint sesión of endeavor to destroy them oeiore mey circumstances.
tas
Bind up the bleeding nations and
We have no selfish ends to Berve. a "state of belligerency" exists be
Congress last night, starting at 8:05. have shown their own intention. They Quarrel with Government, Not People. We desire no conquest, no dominion. tween the United
cleanse
their souls of hate.
States and Germany
people
To Europe's war-wor- n
He characterized the "present Ger- must be dealt with upon sight, If
We are. at the beginning of an age We seek no indemnities for ourselves, and asserts that Germany's course Is
ravaged
homes retheir
the
all.
in which it will be insisted that
man submarine warfare as a warfare dealt with at
no material compensation for the sac- "nothing less than war against the
store.
Armed Neutrality Proved Ineffectual. same standards of conduct and of re rifices we shall freely make. We are government
against mankind."
and the people of th$
And bid the fields of battle grow
for wrong done shall be but one of the champions of the rights
The German government denies the sponsibilityamong
"I advise," he continued, "that the
folbright with flowers once
resolution
The
United
gov
States."
nations and the
We shall be satisfied
of mankind.
niore;
Congress declare the recent course of right of neutrals to use arms at all observed
of the sea which It ernments that are observed among when those rights have been as secure lows:
these Easter lilies that
And
let
the German government to be in fact within the areas even
"Whereas, the recent course of the
in the defers- - tne Individual citisens of civilized as the faith and the freedom of the
gloriously unfold
nothing less than war against the gov- has nroscribed.
German government is in fact nothnations can make them.
no modern publicist scates.
whiehz
rights
the painted window of
Beneath
of
ernment and people of the United has ever before questioned their right
We have no quarrel with the Gersaints in blue and gold.
Just because we fight without ran- ing less than war against the governStates and that it formally accept the m defend.
Fujiyama to
is con man .people. We have no feeling cour and without selfish objects, seek- ment and people of the United States,
From snow-cappe- d
The intimation
purple isles of Greece,
status of the belligerent which has veyed that the armed guards which toward them but one of sympathy and ing nothing for ourselves but what we
"Resolved, by the House of Repreimupon
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friendship.
world
through
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thus been thrust upon it and employ we ha"c placed on our merchant
asshall wish to share as free peoples,
government acted In we shall, I feel confident, conduct our sentatives and Senate in CongresB
sage of everlasting peace."
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with nn nirales would be,
end the war."
ineffectual It was a war, determined upon as punctiliousness the principles of right German government which has thus
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little old lady In the
Full Text of Message.
on in and of fair play we profess to be been thrust lipon the United States
oi heat- - in Mich circumstances and wars used to be determined
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The address of the President
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when
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pretensions
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for.
In the face of Bach
of the minister as he read his Easter
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consulted
worse than Ineffectual; it is likely were nowhere
"That the President be and he is
I have said nothing of the governtext.
meant rulers and wars were provoked and ments allied with the imperial gov- hereby authorized to take immediGentlemen of the Congress I have to produce what
It was
For an Instant her face ngnlnst the
railed the Congress into extraordi- in nrevent- it is practically certain waged in the interest of dynasties ernment of Germany because they ate steps not only to put this country
crepe of the mourning veil she wore
nary session because there are ser to draw us into the war without or of little groups of ambitious men have not made war upon us or chal- in a thorough state of defense, but
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to
use
like a lamp of alabaster; men
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accustomed
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who
ious very serious choices of policy either the rights or the effectiveness
lenged us to defend our right and our also to exert all of its power and emfellow men as pawns and tools.
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to be made, and made Immediately, nf helliirerents.
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and
past
memories,
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to
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ploy all of
nations do not fill ment has, indeed, avowed its unqual
which It was neither right nor constiof the years ; the husband, the
There is one choice we cannot make,
present
Tenderest vanities losses ones,
tutionally permissible hat I should as- we are incapable of making. We will their neighbor states with spies or ified indorsement and acceptance of war against the German government
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sume the responsibility of making.
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path
boy her first born who died at
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On the 3rd of February last 1 offi- muí suffer the most sacred rights of about some critical posture of affairs warfare adopted now without disguise ful termination."
lilies and bound ubout forcially laid before you the extraordi
This resolution will go to the forour nation and our people to be Ig which will give them an opportunity by the imperial German government
Tremblingly she strives to drnw tne
ever, with a scroll bearing
nary announcement of the German nored or violated. The wrongs against to strtUb and make conquest. Such and it has therefore not been possi- eign affairs committee, together with
mourning veil across her withered,
government that on and alter tile 1st which we now array ourselves are not des.gn can be successfully worked ble for this government to receive President Wilson's address on the words of promise
little old face to conceal the
Long ago the gowns whose soft har wrinkled
of February it was its purple to put common wrongs; they cut to the very only under cover, and where no one Count Tarnowski, the ambassador re subject, and wilUform the basiB for a
g
tears of age; straight
has the right to ask questions.
cently accredited to this government
aside all restraints of law or of hu roots of human life.
monies delighted have faded; with the way a bundle of chiffon nnd satin
to
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resolution
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imperial
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the House.
shook itself away from her lup and a
every yessel that sought to approach emn and even tragical character of tion or aggression, carried, it may of Austro-Hungary- ;
but that governlove tokens and the lover ; still the cov
tender little rosebud fuce framed in a
either the ports of Great. Ilriiain or the step I am taking and of the grave be from generation to generation, can ment has not actually engaged In war
glory
of
golden
enant
remains
nnd
the
from the fare against citizens of the United
Washington, April 3. Champ Clark
crushed, beruflied little bonnet of
Ireland or the western coasts oi responsibilities which it Involves, nut be worked out and kept privacy
promise :
the
of
light
only
I
o
within
the
speaker
I
the"
what
the
lib ot Missouri was elected
rose pink looked lovingly into
Europe, or any of the porls controlled in unhesitating obedience to
States on the seas, and take
"I am the resurrection nnd the life!" dainty
by tl.e enemies of Germany wthiu deem my constitutional duty, I advise court? or behind the carefully guard- erty, for the present at least, of post- House of Representatives of the Sixtyhers.
,
pew
the
above
the
Far
of a narrow and
poning a decision of our relations with fifth Congress, in a session; that was
"Grnnny crying?" she begged. "Little
the Mediterranean.
that the Congress declare the recent ed confidences They
minister's voice intones the Easter
are happily im- the autnoritieB at Vienna, we enter marked
class.
That had seemed the objeot of the course of the German government to
the
naughty?
Little Anne sorry;
from
incidents
by
Anne
dramatic
text.
German submarine warfare earlier in pe in fact nothing less than war possible where public opinion com- this war only wher? we are clearly beginning.
cry, granny."
Stretch as she may her fat little don't
the war, but since April of last year against the government and people of mands and insists upon full infor- forced into it because there are no
"Grnnny" Anne of seventy smiles
The vote in the House resulted:
chubby neck, baby Anne cannot see
tt German government had some- - the United States; that it formally mation concerning all the nations' other means of defending our rights.
217; Mann, 205; Lenroot, 2; Gil- - the minister; so she gives herself over through
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all
restrained
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"I am the resurrection and the life."
Us undersea craft in conformity with has thus been thrust upon it, and that Sees New Hope In Russian Revolt. conduct ourselves as belligerents in a lett, 2. Two members were recorded to thoughts of glories of her new Eas
It Is "Mistress Anne" now, if you
present but not voting.
maid
Its promise then given to us that pas-- ! it take immediate steps not only to
ter toilette; a round, pink-face- d
A steadfast concert for peace can high spirit ot r'ght and fairness beSpeaker Clark defeated James R. en she is, sitting straight and proper please. In the old family pew: her
senger boats should not be sunk and put the country on a more thorough never be maintained except by a part- cause we act without animus, not In
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that due warning be given to all other state of defense, but also to exert all its nership of democratic nations. No enmity towards a people or with the Mann of Illinois, choice of the Repub as becomes ber years; she counts ex- husband on one side of her and upon
like heads
vessels which its submarines might power and employ all its resources to autocratic government
could
be desire to bring any injury or disadlican caucus, after Representative
uctly five ; in a new little gown, low of children on the other
armed Lenroot of Wisconsin, himself the can neck and short of sleeves, and a very a lily stulk, who smiles In happy
seek to destroy, when no resistance bring the government of the German trusted to keep faith within it or ob- vantage upon them, but only ingovernwas offered or escape attempted and empire to terms and end the war.
It must be a opposition to an irresponsible
serve its covenants.
didate of a minority of the Republic
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and haphazard enough, as was proved the governments now at war with Ger- - could plan what they wouli and ren- cere friends of the German people, placing Clark In nomination, that the
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in distressing instance after instance n &n and ftS incid(!nt t0 thati the ex der account to no one would be a and shall desire nothing so much as exiBting international situation ae- beneath stiffly starched pantalettes, is Easter dress had not been chosen as a
the early establishment of intimate
Wilson be giv intermingled with pleased anticipations
in the program of the cruel and un
to those governments of the corruption seated at its very heart. relations of mutual advantage between monded that President
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manly business, but a certain degree tension
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government
through
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all
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with
Jet,
"capote" of glittering
Does not every American feel that
whatever their flag, their character, sources of the country to supply the
chamber by his opponent, Mann, amid ties of 1345 are forgotten ; little Anne's bow s of filmy tulle.
because of that friendship
their cargo, their destination, their er- materials of war and serve the inci- assurance has been added to our hope months
grand
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falls
ber
golden
head
sides
a
exercising
both
patience
forbearance
a storm of cheers from
rand, have been ruthlessly sent to the dental needs of the nation in the most tor the future peace of the world by which would otherwise and
The test had succeeded royally.
arms,
and she
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have been im- Mann introduced Clark as a patriotic mother's
bottori without warning and without abundant, and yet the most economi- the wonderful and heartening thing? possible.
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thought of
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cal and efficient way possible.
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to prove that friendship in
"I am the resurrection and the life!"
Russia was known by those who portunity
trals along with those of belligerents. equipment of the navy in all respects,
operation.
"Granny's Heart's Ease !" i
our daily attitude and actions towards
Again the words of the Euster text
Even hospital ships and ships carry- but particularly in supplying it with knew it best to have been always In the millions
to
difficult
be
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men
it
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"Miss"
ing relief to the sorely bereaved and the best means of dealing with the en- fact democratic at heart, in all the German birth and native sympathy
fall
dead and gone were not sweeter than
conduct House affairs otherwise, he
vital habits of her thonght, in all the who
stricken people of Belgium, though emy's submarines.
live amongst us and share our declared there must be no partisan
her smile, for is not "bnby Anne" the
the latter were provided with safe
This Easter a lover in uniform joy of the new, the "enrthly always"
the immediate addi- intimate relationships of her people Ufe, and we shall be proud to prove it
involve
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conduct through the proscribed areas tion to the armed forces of the United that spoke their natural instinct, their towards all who are in fact loyal to ship.
by her side; about him all of
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of "Granny Anne," nnd full
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aim at be
Let all the ends
by the German government Itself, and States already provided for by law in habitual attitude towards life.
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neighbors and to the government
The autocracy that crowned the their
country's and in the accomplishment herHis gift is the nosegay In the silver
were distinguished by unmistakable case of war, at least, 5110,01)0 men, who
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the
marks of identity, have been sunk should, in my opinion, be chosen upon summit of her political structure, long
They are, most of them, as true and of the ends may the God of our fathers flower holder that dangles from the silfvith the fame reckless lack of com- the principle of universal liability to as it had stood and terrible as was loyal Americans as if they had never be with us and guide us in the way ver ring on her finger.
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service, and also the authorization of
known any other fealty or allegiance. which will redound to the honor and
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of the greatest republic thought of him, for were not its beauty
holiovo that Rlieh tllintTS would ill fact equal force so soon as they may be purpose; and now it has been shaken in rebuking and restraining the few perpetuity
ever existed in the flood of time
and Its modishness planned to win fa
be done by anv government that had needed and can be handled in train- off and the great, generous Russian who may be of a different mind and that
Representative Talbott, "father of vor in his eyes?
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national law had
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be dealt with with a firm hand of ice is concerned,
ing of adequate credits to the governAnd in the lolemn night 1 watch
tempt to set up some law, which ments, sustained, I hope, so far as they world, for justice and for peace. Here stern repression; but, if it lifts its oath to Clark. Members were then but its full splendor reserved for skirt
Before the Hester mom.
gliswould be respected and observed upon can equitably be sustained,
by the is a fit partner for a league ot honor. head at all, it will lift it Only here and lined up in the well of the House to effects, of yards of
So pure, m Mill the sttrry heaven.
Plots Aimed at Unity of America.
the saas, where no nation had right of present generation, by
and without countenance except be sworn in by state groups.
over an
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breadths,
tening
So hushed the brooding an,
One of the things that has served from a lawless and malignant few.
do minion and where lay the free high taxation.
I say sustained so far as
Four out of 435 members today did enormous crinoline, but lifted on one
ways of the world. By painful stage may be equitable by taxation because to convince us that the Prussian auI couH hear the sweep of an angel's wing.
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If one should earthward fare.
it seems to me that it would be most
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up with meager enough results, in- unwise to base the credits which will our friend is that from the very out- which I have performed in thus ad- Lee, Democrat, Georgia; Capstlck, Re- satin petticoat; a crochetedher net
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Edna Dean Procter.
deed, alter all was accomplished that now be necessary entirely on money set of the present war it has filled dressing you. There are, it may be, publican, New Jersey; Helgeson, Re scarlet chenille confines
and many months of fiery trial and sacriour unsuspecting communities
publican, North Dakota, and Bleakley, curls, and scarlet are the loops of velcould be accomplished, but always borrowed.
from the
with a clear view, at least, of what
It is our duty, I most respectfully even our offices of government with fice ahead of us. It is a fearful thing Republican. Pennsylvania. Lee later vet that fall In a curtain a bonnet.
the heart and conscience of mankind urge, to protect our people so far as spies and set criminal intrigues every- to lead this great, peaceful country was carried into the chamber on
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are so
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man government has
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time's
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Duty to Aid Nations Now In Field.
began; and it is unhappily not a mat- things which we have always carried the Invocation of the President's proc
ons which it could use at sea except
of meaning
"I am the resurrection and the life!" gains in lmpresslveness
In carrying out the measures by ter of conjecture, but a fact proved nearest our hearts for democracy, for lamation calling for the extraordinary
these, which it is impossible to emfigure of the on that account.
The little black-drnpe- d
ploy as it is employing them with- which these things are to be accom in our courts of justice, that the in- the rights of those who submit to au- session was read.
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fare against commerce Is a warfare
It is a war
against mankind.
against all nutions. American ships
have ben sunk, American lives taken,
In ways which it has stirred us very
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ESSAQE

500,000

that It will bo your pleasure to
deal with them as having been framed
after very careful thought by the
branch of the government upon which
the responsibility of conducting the
war and safeguarding the nation will
most directly fall.
Would Vindicate Principles of Justice.
While we do these things, these
deeply momentous things, let us be
very clear and make very clear to all
the world what our motives and our
My own thought has
objects are.
not been driven from its habitual and
normal course by the unhappy events
oí the last two months, and 1 do not
believe that the thought of the nation
haM heen altered or clouded by them.
1 have exactly
the same things in
mind now that I had in mind when 1
addressed the Senate on the 2ünd of
January last; the same that 1 had in
mind when I addressed the Congress
on the 3rd of February and on the ütith
of February.
Our object, now, as then, Is to vindlcate the principles of peace and
justice in the life of the world as
against selfish and autocratic power
and to set up amongst the really free
peoples of the world
and
sucn a concert of purpose and of action as will henceforth insure the observance of these principles.
Neutrality is no longer feasible or
desirable whero the peace of the
world is involved and the freedom ot
its peoples, and the menace to that
peace and freedom lies in tne exist
ence
of
autocratic governments
backed by organized force which is
controlled wholly by their will, not by
We nave
the will of their people.
seen the last of neutrality in such
I hope
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Una breva relación de aconen curto en etto
tecimiento
pale y en el extranjero.
Wcittrn Newspaper Union New Service.
Acerca de la Guerra.
Loa Ingleses en Francia anuncian la
captura de Neuville Bourjonval, a diez
millas de Rotael al norte.
El fuego de "barrage" Francés
rompe el ataque alemán en ciertas po
siciones al oeste de Monastlr.
Los Ingleses Infligen una gran
derrota al ejército turco de 20,000 hom
bres en Palestina. Nueve cientos hombres y oficiales son capturados.
Se establece cierta calma en el
Según el informe
frente franco-inglés- .
oficial de Londres, se entra en la fase
más importante de la guerra con el
avance británico sobre Gambrai.
El General Robertson, jefe de estado
mayor de las fuerzas Inglesas, y el
General Nivelle, también jefe de esta
do mayor de Francia regresan del
frente italiano, donde confirieron con
1
General Cadorna. Este espera una
terrible ofensiva alemana, mas está
preparado y prevé para los Alemanes.
un desastre aun mayor que el de
'
Verdún.
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del estado. Notas expresivas recogidas por todo
estado centenario.

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO

Noticias

De Interés para toda la gente
de Nuevo Mexico.
Testera Newspaper Union News Service,

NEWS-HERAL-

WESTERN

MINING AND OIL
NEWS
Western Newspaper Union News Bervlce.

Metal Market Prices.
Nuevo Mexico.
asked.
New York. Lead,
Colorado.
para
Según el directorio de la ciudad
Bar silver, 72c.
En Rocky Ford se va á establecer un
$30.87Copper
pobla
brand,
Casting
una
1917 Albuquerque tendría
molino moderno de hacer harinas.
Q
I a, it a
Qi..,. eiltrilt
ción de 26,425.
La semana que comienza el prime
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
Un almacén general en Las Vegas per cent, $17.00 per unit. Crude ores.
ro de mayo será en Denver, "semana
que
se
lleva
por
ladrones
fué visitado
60 per cent, $15.00; 25 per cent, $9.40
de los niños."
ron $66 en contante.
ti 12.00; 10 per cent, $8.70 10.00 per
El trigo en I.oveland se vendió por
una
en
unu.
Un incendio que se declaró
$3.01 las cien libras, que es poco sucasa de escuela pública en Golden
perior á $1.80 por bushel.
Arizona.
causó
considerables.
daños
Fué destruida por un incendio la
The United Eastern mine at Oat-maEl recien nombrado consejo sanitaresidencia de O. R. París de Breckenwill produce something like $1,rio para el ganado eligió á T. D. Alien
ridge, construida en 1880.
725,000 in the next year if the aver
Los Informes de Grover indican que de Magdalena para secretario.
age for the last thirty days is main
Fué destruida por un incendio la nu
se está continuando la gran actividad
eva casa de locomotoras del ferro tained.
acerca de los negocios de petróleo.
The Old Dominion Copper Company
Murió en casa de su hija, la Se carril de Santa Fé en Carlsbad.
of Globe is producing copper at the
ñora W. N. DeArmond, en Fort Col
Más de $2,000 se han reunido en Tu
rate
of somewhat over 3,000,000 per
lins, la Señora Mary Dare. Tenia 80 cumeari por el establecimiento allí de
including the copper from floaños de edad.
una fábrica de fibras de "hierba de month,
tation concentrates which is shipped
La junta de escuelas de Fort Col oso.'"
to the International smelter.
lins está proyectando la construcción
Fueron jugados no culpables la Se
Earnings of Phelps, Dodge & Co. for
de dos edificios modernos de escuelo ñora Guadalupe Luna de Baca y Pas
the year 1916 amounted to $24,030,905,
en esa ciudad.
cual Fajarda, acusados de homicidio an
increase of 140 per cent over the
Sucederá á Harry P. Gamble el Gen en Los Lunas.
previous year.
On the stock there
eral de brigada Frank D. Baldwin, U,
El Gobernador W. E. Lindsey ha de- was earned last year 53,4 per cent,
S. A., retirado, á titulo de Ayudante
signado el viérnes, 6 de abril, como against 24.4 per cent in 1915 and 14.8
General para Colorado.
día de "Arboles y Pájaros" para el es per cent in 1914.
Occidente.
Se mantendrán en servicio federal tado de Nuevo Mexico.
dejó
El General Frederick Funston
more
county
produced
Mohave
las tropas A, B, C, y el cuerpo de
Los habitantes de Gallup votarán, el
una propiedad de unos $30,000.
hospitales y señales, de la guardia 17 de abril, sobre una proposición de metal in 1916 by many thousands of
although
Dos hombres fueron seriamente ln- - nacional de Colorado todos.
1915,
the
Tom
dollars than in
emisión de $50,000 de bonos por rejuriados en la explosión de una fábrica
incendio destruyó la casa de unir los fondos destinados á construir Reed and Gold Road only made pro
Un
de balas en Alton, 111.
duction during part of the year. The
"homestead" y todos los muebles del
most important production was that
El soldado Lee Hoffman, del regi Señor George A. Brlggs, que habita dos más casas de escuela.
el
Se ha encargado de su oficina
of zinc, the two producing mines send
miento de infantería de los Estados ba á diez y siete millas de Grover al
Señor Bonault, hijo, recien nombrado ing to the smelter ores valued at $2,
Unidos, se ahogó en el Rio Grande. noreste.
y
pesca
caza
estado
guardián
de
de
392,276.77.
Se anuncia en Pasadena, Calif., el
El departamento de policía de Den- por el Gobernador Lindsey.
robo de un valor de $40,000 de pren ver fué notificado del escape de seis
eBtá
Colorado.
establecimi
asegurado
el
Ya
das pertenecientes & William Wrigley, muchachos de la escuela industrial de
ento de la fábrica de conservas de
Eighty tons of ore a day are coming
hijo.
Golden y de estar en vigilia para Deming y
se han dado las órdenes ne from the Wellington mine.
Fué vencido en la cámara de repre- cogerlos. cesarias para la maquinaria.
A rich ore Btrike has been made
sentantes de Illinois el proyecto de
La comisión industrial recibió noYa han llegado los planes y demás in the Golden Cycle mine at Cripple
prohibición general de estado en Illi- ticias de que se habla arreglado la
para el nuevo edifi Creek.
nois.
huelga y hablan retornado al trabajo especificaciones
In the Breckenridge district an In
Los pagadores de ferrocarriles es- los hombres en el campo de Rugby cio federal de $125,000, que va á ser
construido en Las Cruces inmediata
creased number of old mines will be
tán muy ocupados desembolsando á cerca de Trinidad.
mente.
active this year.
sus empleados ciertos salarios atra
Andrew J. Kimber, de 81 años de
El hijo de once años del Señor y la
The recent uncovering of carbonate
sados.
edad, un antiguo minero del condado
Señora Frank Watson, de White Sig- of zinc in the Penrose property adds
La lista de muertos' resultando de la de Boulder, fué quemado á muerte en nal,
fué matado al recibir un tiro acci greaUy to the prospects in the Grey
borrasca desencadanada en Nuera Al su cabana en Spring Gulch, á tres
dental mientras ocupado en manejar Eagle.
bany. Ind.. cuenta con treinta y siete millas de Ward al este.
un
rifle.
At Idaho Springs J. C. Hershey of
nombres.
De North Park se informa del des
Será botado al agua en el arsenal de Denver has taken a lease on the Sun
de cubrimiento de depósitos que promeA resultas del descubrimiento
23
de
Nueva
de
el
and
York,
Moon properties and began work
una pepita de oro en la calle, la ciudad ten desarrollarse hasta el punto de la marina
through the Argo tunnel.
de Helena, Mont., presenció una pre constituir una de las mayores propo abril, el superdreadnaught New Mex
ico, el cual es un duplicado del Penn
The Pittsburg mine, in Russell discipitación de la gente por oro.
siciones de carbón del oeste.
sylvania.
trict, operated by the Cashier Mining
A resultas de unas visitas hechas
Santa Fé obtiene la convención de Company, has been the best paying
Extranjero.
por la oficina de la policía en varios
Gilpin county for years.
Otro buque de asistencia llega A puntos de la ciudad se'han informado 1919 del campamento general de los mine In
Leñadores del Mundo," con 200 dele
In the Empire district, where gold,
buen puerto en Bélgica en toda segu- de muchas violaciones conspicuas de
ó
menos, de Nuevo Mexico copper, Bilver, zinc and molybdenite
gados más
ridad.
la ley de prohibición en Aguilar.
y Arizona.
are found, the coming spring gives
Los propietarios de Fort Collins
El embajador de Alemania en China
Las autoridades postales de Denver promise of considerable activity.
sale para Alemania pasando por los han presentado á los administradores
A new leasing company of Leadville
de la ciudad una petición para que arrestaron á Walter Roberts como cu
Estados Unidos.
hombre sospechoso en el robo de mining men has taken charge of the
La ciudad de Parts acepta la esta esta estación se pavimenten varias arto
$8,000 de un saco de correo en la esta
Denver City property on Yankee hill
tua de Lincoln recien oferta á Francia cuadras en la parte de residencias.
ción de Albuquerque el 20 de febrero, and is preparing to resume operapor los Americanos.
Se hizo en una sola tumba el en
tions.
H. H. Brook, quien hizo el primer
El primer ministro Lloyd George tierro de la Señora William A. Nelson
Leadville's recent strike at the On
pronunció un discurso en la Casa de y sus tres hijos que mató ella antes silo del estado, ha salido del rancho
Comunes en favor del sufragio de la de cometer suicidio en su casa, & dos para actuar de agente agrícola de con tario tunnel In Iowa gulch is improv
as development proceeds, and bids
ing
y
es
dado en el condado de Doña Ana,
millas y media de Boulder al este.
mujer.
to add largely to the ore output
Una gran muchedummbre de Odd tará estacionado en el colegio de es fair
Según informe no oficial recibido en
of the camp in the present year.
Juarez y procedente de Chihuahua Fellows y Rebekahs, sus familias y tado.
Ore which runs $126 a ton in silver,
Según las computaciones del presi
City, las fuerzas Villistas fueron derro- amigos, gozaron de la celebración
tadas en Mapula por las fuerzas de del aniversario veintitrés de la insti- dente Frank H. H. Roberts de la Uni gold and copper has been found In the
at the Caribou mine.
facto mandadas por el General Fran- tución en la logia de Lakeside en versidad Normal, entre los 2,307 edu recent strike
cadores empleados en el estado se en- Boulder county, according to the as- Windsor.
cisco Murgfa.
sayer who has made preliminary
El Teniente ,W. P. Brown, encar cuentran 609 antiguos estudiantes de
El emperador Guillermo de Alematests.
nia, en vez de estar malo en Horn-bur- gado de la estación de reclutamiento esa Institución.
The shaft on the old Sunrise prop
según se babfa anunciado en do Denver, recibió noticias oficiales
Frank Chavez, cartero de Santa Fé,
despachos procedentes de Berne, esta- del departamento de la marina orde- fué arrestado por un diputado alguacil erty at Rosita, the property of Frank
ba en Viena, confiriendo con el em- nando que no se descuide ningún es- de los E. U. en conformidad con una Lawson, has attained to a depth Im-of
feet and considerable
perador Carlos de Austria sobre la fuerzo tendiendo á un reclutamiento órden de un inspector de correos, acu- sixty-fiv- e
sándole de abrir cartas dirijidas al provement In the ore showing is
cuestión de paz ó guerra con los Eta-do- completo.
noted.
Unidos.
El Dr. A. J. Argall, hijo menor de arzobispo Pitava.
At Leadville
the Ibex property,
Felipe Argall de Denver, ha recibido
El
Otero recibió un
General.
la nominación de cirujano asistente telegrama del senador A. A. Jones de known as the "Little Jonny," conLa corte de distrito de los Estados en las fuerzas de reserva de los Esta- Nuevo Mexico, anunciándole que el tinues to produce a large output of
Unidos en Norfolk, Va., entregó á sus dos Unidos, y sale para encargarse senado había confirmado su nomina- various grades of ore, most of which
dueños ingleses el vapor premio Ap-pa- del servicio activo que se le encomición de alguacil de los Estados Unidos is sulphide carrying good values in
gold and copper.
enda en Norfolk, Va.
para la zona del canal de Panamá.
Por velntey un días en marzo el
El gobernador McCall fué autoriSe construirá una adición de $15,000
New Mexico.
zado por el consejo ejecutivo & gastar distrito de Sunnyside en Silverton ex- á la escuela pública de Des Moines.
pidió 106 carros de mineral.
$7511,000 del millón recien apropiado
The Jim Crow mine at Steeplerock
Murió en Gallup, á la edad de 81
por la legislatura de Massachusetts
El patriotismo se ha apoderado de años, el sargento P. N. Karigan, un ex- has been unwatered and the mine is
para la defensa de la nación.
Pueblo. Las banderitas flotan en to- plorador del condado de McKinley, now being sampled.
Expresando su opinión de que los dos los edificios del distrito de nego- quien estuvo á Fort Wingate unos 30
There is great activity in the .Han- próximos seis meses verán 1,500,000 cios y los mercaderes de esos artícu- años hace como soldado y quien en los over, Fierro, Santa Rita, Central and
pueden
deno
hacer frente á la
hombres armados en este país, salió los
últimos años actuó de guardián allí.
other mining camps east and northpara Wáshington el senador Klrby de manda por alfileres y otras formas
Estuvo á El Paso el Gobernador east of Silver City.
Texarkana, Ark. Era uno de aquéllos del emblema nacional.
Lindsey y presentó al General Juan J.
At Magdalena the Empire Zinc
que votaron contra el proyecto de neuLa liquidaciones de los bancos de Pershing la medalla para él votada por Company Is doing a greater business
Pueblo para marzo están acusando un la legislatura de Nuevo Mexico, y la
tralidad armada.
and employing a greater number of
promedio aun superior al aumento sin cual habla de serle presentada en men
than ever before.
precedente
mes
del
de
febrero.
El
al
Santa
Fé
cumpleaños
de
anivarsario
Wáshington.
The Silver Key Mining Company,
exceso del mes de febrero, 1917, sobre de Wáshington.
Se anuncia que está en completo et mes corresponatente del ano paauthorized capital $250,000, filed ar
Mientras cazando y trampando en ticles of incorporation with the State
aislamiento la legación americana en sado fué de $300,339.94.
montañas
las
veunas
de
Jicarrilla
á
Corporation Commission.
Bruselas.
De todas partes de Colorado fuertes
Se informa de que ban sido confis- jóvenes están ofreciendo sus servicio? inte millas de'Carrizozo al noroeste,
Interest of mining men is being cen
S. L. Starkey y Jack Cleghorn captupor
Inglaterra los buques holan- á los ramos militares y navales y
cados
extenraron lo que se considera el primer tered on the development of an
Ingleses.
en
puertos
parados
deses
asistiendo en aumentar rápidamente puerco espín que jamás se encontró sive deposit of manganese ore on Bos
ton hill, within the corporate limits of
Los doce bancos de reserva nacional las listas ya muy prandes de reclutas corriendo por esa rasión.
en veinticuatro horas sobresubscrible-ro- n que han respondido á la llamada pava
Silver City, which is being mined on
La comisión de corporaciones de es- an
.
un empréstito de noventa dfas por la defensa de la nación.
extensive scale.
tado
que
dado
una
ha
órden
se
$50,000,000 en nombre del gobierno á
En Fort Logan se establecerá un
A rich body of ore has been uncov
condicionalmente,
la
cuestión
de
la tárifa de 2 por ciento por afio.
campamento
de ejercicios militares tarifas de tres centavos para pasaje- ered recently at the Philadelphia propEl contra admirante James H. Oli suficientemente grande para 10,000 ros basta que se decida el caso
del erty of the United States Copper Com
ver, jefe del servicio de informaciones
soldados, y también muchos campa
Five feet of rich
de A., T. & S. F. en contra pany at Hanover.
ferrocarril
de la marina, fué nombrado por el mentos menores se abrirán en la ve- de la comisión de corporación de Ari- copper ore, assaying better than 15
. secretario
Daniels para gobernador de cindad de Denver en caso de que se zona, al presente en corte
federal, la per cent, was cut into on the seventylas Antillas danesas.
declare la guerra con Alemania.
foot level at shaft No. 2.
cual invuelve la misma cuestión.
Una declaración del procurador de
Las apropiaciones de terrenos de
J. E. Winfrey fué llevado de El Paso
Wyoming.
pastos en las selvas nacionales du- distrito en Trinidad que no había á Santa Fé y libertado bajo fianza
rante la próxima estación estipulan el suficiente evidencia á la disposición para aguardar la decisión del gran juMany persons
are gathering at
para
justificar el proceso rado federal. Se le acusan de haber Douglas to develop oil claims.
pasturaje para 8,400,155 ovejas, 2,120,-14- 5 del estado
en
un
"nolle"
en
resultó
presentado
cabezas de ganado y caballos, y
llegalmente
transportado á Pearl
The Superior Petroleum Company of
el caso de Vincenzo Muhis, acusado
54,680 marranos.
Parks de Chloride, Ariz., á AlbuquerCasper will erect a large Standard rig
causó
infligido
que
de
la
haber
herida
que, N. M., por fines inmorales.
Los jefes de partidos políticos en
and begin drilling operations.
la muerte de José Bonitas el 24 de
La Toltec Oil Company de Santa Fé,
ambas cámaras, demócratas y republi- febrero.
It is reported that the Copper Belt
la cual ha arrendado millares de acres
canos, todos están arreglando las
Se presentó en la oficina del gober- de tierra de estaao por exploraciones Mining Company of Lyman refused
$100,000 for its copper mine.
cosas para que se decida muy pronto nador el general de brigada Frank
de petróleo, ha
un nuevo
A flow of 180 barrels over night Is
la acción del parlamento en lo que D. Baldwin, U. 8. A., retirado, ponién- chorro de gas descubierto
una
de
semana
dentro
toca á-- la apropiación de proyectos y dose á la disposición del ejecutivo en su pozo de experimentos al norte the big record made by the new Elk-horwell, which was brougt In in
legislación pertenecientes & la crisis listo para bus servicios á título de de Roswell, & la profundidad de 1,400
the Muddy field.
ayudante general para el estada.
Internacional.
pies.
Cheyenne men have taken? a lease
Tres entradas rústicas marcarán la
Una corporación
con capital de on
lands In the Lincoln oil field, and
Sport.
Tenida al sistema de parques de mon-tña- s $335,000,000 de acciones, administrada
will start operations at once.
Frank Murphy de Denver eclipsó i
de Denver. Dos de ellas serán por un director de negocios ó sea go
Butcherknlfe Is toe "fierce" name of
Jimmle Anderson de Indianapolis en construidas en conformidad con una bernador con la asistencia de 250 hom-brpthe locality of one of the most re
ana partida de 10 ante el A. C. de donación de $2,000 regalada á Denver
no para beneficio privado, per- cent petroleum strikes In
southern
Windsor en Detroit.
por ese objeto por Flnlay L. MacFar-land- . sonal, sino para él de 405,000 personas
Wyoming.
Los partidos de Yale y la UniversiLa tercera será erigida por la
eso es el estado de Nuevo Mexico,
Increase of the taxable value of Iron
dad de Pennsylvania regatarán en el ciudad.
según fué descrito por el gobernador
Se transmitió á Denver una peti- W. E. Lindsey en una buena confer- In Wyoming from $1.10 to $1.24 a ton.
rio Schuylkill el 7 de abril, á pesar de
Se decidió ción por asistencia para la ciudad de encia Improvisada en la sesión de and of coal from 95 cents to $1.05 a
la situación Internacional.
que el acontecimiento muy bien podía New Albany, Ind., que recientemente común acuerdo de las asociaciones de ton, was announced by the State
celebrarse sin afectar las preparaci- fué demolida por una borrasca, la Criadores de Ganado y Caballos de Nu- Board of Equalization.
Fort Collins men are arranging to
cual puso sin morada y en la mayor evo Mexico y de Productores de Lana,'
ones militares en ambas ,
Irill for oil near Wheatland.
necesidad á 2,500 personas.
que se celebró en Albuquerque.
Western Newspaper Union New

Service.
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Here is an interpretation of

the meaning of

.áster for

average men and women by
Paul Jenkins : : Has this
ancient festival ever had
any real spiritual signify
canee

for you f

TEXT Jesus salth unto them, come and
break your fast. And none of the disciples durst Inquire of him. who art thou?
junn
Knowing mat it was me
7

fy
I

NLESS you remember the clr-- I
cuinstnnces Involved In the
J situation described lu the text.
its words will seem to you un
importnnt and meaningless, perlmps
utterly absurd ns the text of an Easter
sermon. But If you remember the cir
cumstances
involved, those simple
words will describe to you a situation
than which you enn Anil none more
significant, more startling, more dra
matic, more thrilling, more glorious,
between the first chapter of Matthew
and the last chapter of Revelation.
To bring the true situation before
you, let me describe a picture of the
scene, from the marvelous brush of the
French ninster painter of the Christ,
so much of whose lifetime has been
given to the production of those wonderful paintings of the life of Christ
that have been the marvel of the ar
tistic and the delight of the Christlun
world for more than a decade.
And
of all the hundreds of canvases that
J. James Tissot has delighted to till
with charming, passionate, dramatic
and spiritual depictions of movements
in the earthly life of the Savior, that
which shows the moment described in
our text is one of his masterpieces in
deed.
The picture makes the hour of the
scene to be, as we know that It was,
the most charming hour of the loveliest season of the year, just at sunrise
of a cloudless day In spring. Beneath
the azure sky and clear In the sunrise
glow of that hour, the lake of Galilee
shines translucent from turquoise to
pearl.
Resting at the water's edge are the
two boats, the large and the small,
of which we read, simple and clumsy
specimens of the boat builder's craft
of that day.' Ours, poles, and nets in
them tell their use. Upon the pebbles
lies a hastily discarded net, still damp
and dark from the water, and close by
lies the heap of splendid fish, fresh,
wet, gleaming and silvery in the sun.
The coals of fire glow ruddv In a
little heap, and a tiny thread of opal
smoke rises straight In the air of the
windless dawn. On an outer garment,
placed blanket-wis- e
for him, perhaps
by the tenderness of a disciple, sits
the Lord. In even so simple a pose
the noble and commanding presence
of his personality Is yet unmlstakuble.
At his right hand lie heaped un a
dozen flat cakes of the newly baked
bread whose luscious brown almost
suggests their fragrant aroma.
On a
simple split stick a fish is spitted, and
the Lord holds it in one linnd nbove the
coals to brown, with the other hand
moving In simple gesture and with uplifted face, as he speaks naturally, familiarly, and with most evident fascination to the spellbound men that
squat In oriental fashion facing him
across the Are. "Spellbound," did we
say?
You should see the picture to
know with what divine power they are
held.
Motionless as statues, the most
of them yet lean eagerly, amazedly,
passionately forward, their eyes cen
tered on his face as If no looking
would ever satisfy th.e hearts that feed
on the joy of seeing him, hearing him,
participating In the heavenly marvel
of the hour.
Such is the scene. I cannot know
just what it means to you. But may
I not tell yon what tt means to me?
It has been my privilege, now and
again, to sit us friend or guest at the
tables of the rich, where the snowy
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damask gave joy alike to the appreciative eye and the touching hand,
where countless silver gleamed, where
glass sparkled like the diamonds that
It approached In value, and where the
daintiest china of France supported
nh, flesh and fowl of two continents
and two sens. It bus been my honor,
now and again, to sit at the tables of
the great, where men of Intellect and
fume and women of Intellect and
charm have made an hour unforget-abl- e
and have taught one more than
a whole university of mere classrooms
could do. It has been my profit to sit
at banquets where hundreds sat about
the tables and listened to the words of
heroes, heroes of war and heroes of
peace, captains of soldiery nnd captains of industry, and felt the while
they listened, that they were In touch
with the men nnd the forces that move
the world.
It has been niy benefit to
sit at meat In the homes of the humble, In log cabins and huts, dining off
metal plates and plain fare, nnd there
to leurn that not circumstances,
but
characters make men nnd women. It
has been my delight to sit about the
table of the grass, in forests nnd wildernesses, the enmpfire nt hand and
the viands won from stream or forest
only by gun or rod. But when I contemplate the circumstnnces
of that
morning meal beside the lake of Gull-le- e
nnd realize the realities that were
there present things, emotions, sights,
I know
that surpass words to describe
that I had rather have been one of
those men that ate the bread the Lord
baked, the fish his hands caught nnd
cooked for them, that saw what they
saw and heard what they heard, than
to have attended any other bunquet
that wealth ever bought or meal that
the friends of one's bosom prepared
for friendship's tribute!
"Why so? Tell me, who were there i
Tell me whom that group consisted of !"
Oh, a group of coarse fishermen,
fagged
out by a night's work,
listening to a chnnct- rabbi who is
getting breakfast for them while be
talks."
Yes; you can make that answer If you have succeeded in wiping
Easter day out of your calendar.
Who were there? "Oh, let's see,
wasn't that the time when Jesus met
his disciples and the miracle of the
great draft of fishes occurred?"
It was; and that is about the way
the average churchgoer (shall I have
to say the average Christian?) would
answer.
Who was there? Listen ! Men were
there thnt had seen the man In their
midst die in pain on the horrid cross
of a Roman criminal execution, had
witnessed his writlilngs of agony, had
seen the swent of blood, had heard
from those very Hps at which their
eyes now gazed as If enchanted the
last scream ns the body sank lifeless
In the
collapse of death.
Men sat there who had taken that
hotly down In tears and dismay and In
the shock of disillusioned hopes .had
buried it and gone away feeling ns if
their universe had tumbled In wreck
about their heads, murmuring to oue
another as they went: "And this is the
end of him whom we hoped that It
had been he that should have redeemed
Israel !" And that man sat .there be
fore them alive I
Alive?
He had
caught fish and made a fire nnd baked
bread and helped, them to make one
of the great hauls of their fishermen's
experience, and now while they sat
stunned, amazed, astounded, Incapable
almost of realizing what had occurred
Incapable, as they afterward wrote,
of speaking a syllable of Inquiry he

Wife's Perversity.
Easily Identified.
Old Crabton Is particularly severe
A tiny boy stood on the outer edge
upon his wife in argument. During a of the passing jam.
Ills knuckles
recent passage-at-arm- s
between the were In his eyes, nnd when a woman
two his wife managed to interpose asked him what was the matter, his
with:
answer was syncopated with sobs. He
"My dear, I wish you wouldn't be had "got lost from his brother and
so very positive about everything. Re- couldn't ' find him anywhere."
member, there are always two sides to
The womnn assured him It would be
every question."
all right. She would help him to find
Whereupon Old Crnbton roared back his brother. What did he look like?
at her: "Well, that's no reason why And the tiny boy gave her an Illumiyou should nlways be on the wrong nating clue:
side!"
"Ife he wears long pnuts."

For Asthmatic Canaries.
put a damp perch Into the
cage. If only one set of perches are
used, clean them thoroughly with a
piece of sandpaper, then wipe off with
a dry, oft cloth. This will prevent
asthma, which causes the death of
hundreds of canaries in the United
States every yean
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ODD FACTS

Uruguny has prohibited the manufacture or Importation
of alcoholic
beverages of strength exceeding 43 degrees.
Breweries In Japan produce about
210,000,000
gallons of sake, the national alcoholic drink, from rice, anThe Idea.
nually.
tnkps two npnnlo tn arm
Tr nln-nvThe government of India will exan Idea going one man to think it. tend Its wireless system until every
army "tost has a station tn cbarge of
ana anomer iiimu iu nay I .ft uo If,
a trained officer.
Industrial Management.
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calmly served and fed them while he
talked to their white faces !
"Oh, Impossible, incredible! false,
never to be believed! a myth, a lie, a
dream, a delusion, a frenzy or fantasy
of disappointed, overwrought and fanatical brnlns." Yes, and if you can
think of any other terms of denial to
write against it, set it down!
And
when you have said nnd done it all,
the plain statement of these men who
sat there will challenge you to your
face to hear them tell you that It
happened, that he was there, that they
were there, and lie whom they had laid
In that sealed-ugrnve sat In their
midst in the same body that they had
known, nnd cooked for them and ate
and served them as he chatted the
while!
God be praised for heaven's
sweet simplicity, that It was not In
some uwful, supernal shape, "trailing
clouds of glory," that he came back
to them, but that It was In the shape
of the man whom they had known, had
lived with, walked with, talked, slept
and eaten with and lo! before their
eyes lie moved and breathed and
walked nnd ate nnd tnlked, the unmistakable and now incredible, but still
Oh,
actual being that he was before!
If you wffl let these things, these
get
into
truths, even this simple scene,
your head and your henrt what an,
amazing Easter this dy would be to
"Why?" Because, I care not
you!
who nnd what you have been before.
If you have never realized the mighty
meaning of this simple scene, you may
have known a dead Jesus, but you
have never known the risen Savior!
We have asked who were there? Let
us take a final moment to ask what
else was there? There, in that hour,
all the mighty realities of the two
worlds were gathered; this world and
the next, the world that the disciples
had known so long and the world of
which they were catching faint but
dazzling, astounding glimpses as they
gazed on him ; the world that he had
been born In, lived in, worked In, died
in nnd the world thnt he was living
in nt the time that he ate and tnlked
before their eyes!
The realities of this world were
there. Labor was there they of the
n
hands, calloused by the wet
net cords, they of the many a night
of fruitless toil, they know whnt the
weiiriness and uncertainty of labor Is
ns few others know. Hunger was there,
the meal that his love prepared to
meet their famished bodies, doubly
worn with abstinence and disappointment. Death was there, the end of all
earth or why the meal to keep the
botly going, the labor for one's loved
ones, nnd why the amazement nt seeing
one over whom the omnipotence of
death had no power?
And the realities of the world beLife was there--sucyond were there.
life ns never a soul had dreamed
of since Adam cowered beneath'hls senThe body wa
tence of mortality.
there; nnd now we know why It is
called the "Apostle's Creed," that says :
"I believe In the resurrection of the
body !" What other f uith, what other
verdict, what other creed could they
have that saw the nail marks In the
hands thnt served them? Love was
there incarnate In him, who, though
already In the life beyond so loved
them that he could reward their work-a-dn- y
toil and could prepare for them
the food that was affection's tribute Itself. And the Christ was there!
Language fnils. Words can say no
more. But this all this Is the true
Gospel of Easter day.
Evident Importance.
"Does your wife attach much Impor
tnnce to you?" Inquired the Intrusive
relative. "Oh, yes," replied Mr. Meek-to"Henrietta realizes that a man
she would consent to marry must
be Important."
Dal!
Thought.
Even In ordinary life the unselfish
people are the happiest those who
work to make others happy and who
The dissatisfied
forget themselves.
people are those who are seeking hap
Mrs. liesunt.
piness for themselves.

Japan has
been In

n gold fish farm that has
continuous operation since

1703.

Rats every year destroy nhout 5 per
cent of the growing sugar cane In
Jnmnica.
The British rifle Is the outcome of
the South African wnr. It holds 10
cartridges nnd Is sighted from 2O0 to
2,800 yards.
Indications are that after the Abt
Europe will become a strong competitor of the United States for the trad
of Guatemala.

ESTANCIA

FARM LABOR IN DEMAND
IN

WESTERN

CANADA

Extraordinary Inducements Being

nnd only answer to the
The land is here; It Is the kind of
land he wants; the conditions are as
nearly Ideal as Is possible, nnd the
prices nnd terms are such that the
man of moderate capital hus an opportunity not available to him elsewhere. Advertisement.

Probably an Idle Rumor.
"What effect will this shortage of
dyes have?"
Previous articlTTimve deiilt
wltt.
"I don't know."
the necessity of ro(lu,.K CJUl.
.
"Hut what do you hear?'
titles oí foods to f(.P, i ,e world dur"Some say it's going to throw a lot
ing this stress of l,Kh consumption
and paucity of production. Instend of of brunettes bnck on the matrimonial
the condition Improving it is Krowlns market."
worse, and unless drastic and Immediate action Is taken, prices
will continue to cllml) hlKh. It S i,Ilell ,,y the
WOMEN!
IT IS MAGIC!
Canadian government that bv offering
extra Inducements to swure' a homeLIFT OUT ANY CORN
stead of 100 acres of excellent land In
the homesteading ureas of Western
Apply a few drops then lift
Canada, with the combined effort of thn
corns or calluses off with
farmer In extraordinary preparation
fingers no pain.
of tillage and nigger wages than ever
that Western Canada, with the assistance of a Divine I'rnvidcnce, may proJust think 1 You can lift
off any corn or callus
duce a greater number of million acres
without pain or soreness.
of wheat than ever In the past. The
A Cincinnati man discovfarm laborer can now secure a homeered this ether compound
stead on easier conditions than ever
and named It freezone. Any
before.
All the time that he works
druggist will sell a tiny botfor a Western Canadian farmer during 1917, after he makes his entry or
tle of freezone, like here
shown, for very little cost.
filing will count as residence on his
You apply a few drops dihomestead for that year, leaving him
rectly upon a tender corn
but two additional years' residence
or callus.
Instantly the
before getting title to a piece of land
soreness disappears, then
that should then be easily worth
you
shortly
will find the
$1,600.
The response to this offer has
corn or callus so loose that
been wonderful, and hundreds have
you can lift it tight off.
taken advantage of it.
Freezone is wonderful. It
The climate of Western Canada Is
dries Instantly. It doesn't
one that breeds energy, Instils life nnd
eat away the corn or calbuoyancy, nnd with the soli that the
lus, but shrivels It up withcountry possesses, no greater asset
out
even irritating the surcould be desired. The country is past
rounding skin.
the pioneering stnge ; its ability to grow
Hard, soft or corns beall the smaller grains better than any
tween the toes, as well as
other portion of the continent has
painful calluses, lift right
been proven so often that It seems a
off. There Is no pain be
waste of time to speak of It. The high fore or
afterwards.
If your druggist
name that has been given the country
hnsnt freezone, tell him to order a
In the splendid cluss of Uve stock that
small bottle for you from his wholeIt raises, has placed it in the high col- sale drug
house. adv.
umn with the best stales of the Union.
And then social conditions, something
to the Purpose.
More
that every housewife asks nbout, are
"Register
gloom!"
bellowed
the
as nearly perfect as could be wished movie director. "You look as If you
for. Thousnnds of miles of telephone were going on a picnic."
line connect the remotest hamlet with
"I don't understand your meaning,"
the principal cities of the country nnd answered the screen star, haughtily.
continent, miles of excellent graded
"Hung it ! Try to look the way peoroads, as well as the perfect natural ple do when they are coming back
of
roads
the prairie, make driving nnd from a picnic."
hauling easy.
Grldlruned ns these
provinces
are with railway lines
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
bring the farm near to Atlantic or
One size smaller after nstntr Allen's Foot-Easor United States markets, rural the antiseptic powder
for tbe feet. Shaken into
Bhoes and sprinkled In the
Allen's
mall delivery brings the settler still the
PootEase makes tight shoes feel easy and (rives
closer to the homes abroad. Iiural instant relief to corns and bunions. Try it today.
everywhere, 23c. For FREE trial package
and consolidated schools everywhere Bold
address, Alten S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y Adv.
are easy adjuncts to the colleges and
universities,
which are said to be
Possibly.
among the best on the continent.
Sidd he: "Why do women, as a rule,
Taxation Is light, nnd only applied talk more than men do?"
She said: "Olí, I suppose It's beon the farm land, cattle, Implements,
etc., on the fnrm being exempt. Many cause they have the men to talk
about."
farmers, having realized sufficient
from one crop of wheat to pay for
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bag Blue;
their entire farm holdings, have In- much
better than liquid blue. Delights
stalled their own electric light and the laundress.
All grocers.
Adr.
heating plnnts, hnve their automobiles
and many luxuries they would not
Light Responsibility.
on their old home
have possessed
"I thought you said Dubson could be
abroad.
Life Is comfortable and ex- depended on In an emergency. Yesistence enjoyable In Western Canada. terday his house caught fire and he
In no country is there a greater per- got so excited he couldn't turn In an
v
centage of contented farmers, and in alarm."
no part of the continent is farming
"I failed to explain the kind of emeasier or more profitable.
ergency I meant. If you should ever
Land there will produce 30 bushels want to stoop over and tie your shoeof wheat to the acre, while there are lace, Dubson could be depended on to
many cases where the yield was hold your hut."
higher, as high as 70 bushels. What
this means to the farm laborer does
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
not fully appear on the surface. He Cross Bao; Blue; have beautiful, clear
clothes. Adr.
white
will get good wages, he can secure a
homestead worth at the end of three
Victim of the Law.
years about $1,600, while working for
"Now, my hid," said the severe magwages he can put In residence duties,
you anything to say for
"have
istrate,
and can also look around, and Hud a
yourself any excuse to offer for such
good location.
Fourteen years old
early depravity.
Besides the homestendlng attraction
caught picking pockets in the
of Western Canada, there remains the and
street. What started you on this road
other fact that other lands can be to crime?"
purchnsed at from $15 to $S0, while
"You did, mister."
Improved farms may be had at rea"I ditl? What do you mean, boy?"
sonable figures.
"Well, mister, if you 'udn't given my
land
piece
of
The desire to have a
old (hid six months I wouldn't have
of one's own Is a natural Instinct in had to start life so early to keep the
the heart of every properly developed home going."
man and woman. In eurlier yeurs, on
account of the great areas of land
available In the United States, no FALLING HAIR MEANS
experienced
great difficulty
was
by any ambitious settler of that
ACTIVE
country who wished to become his
DANDRUFF
own landholder, but the rapid Increase In population, combined with
the corresponding rise In the price of Save Your Hair! Get a 25 Cent Bottle
land, has completely changed this conof Danderlne Right Now Also
dition. Land, which a generation ago
Stops Itching Scalp.
might be had for the homesteading,
now commands prices ranging to $100
an acre and over. At such prices It Is
Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
quite hopeless for the tenant farmer hair Is mute evidence of a neglected
ciror the farmer's son In moderate
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
cumstances, or the city man with linv
There is nothing so destructive to
lted capital, to attempt to buy a rum the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
of his own. To pay for It becomes a of its luster, its strength and its very
life-lon- g
task, and the probability is
eventually producing a feverlsh-nes- s
that he will never do more thun meet life;
and Itching of the scalp, which
Is
serious
the Interest charges. If he
In his desire to secure a fnrm home, if not remedied causes the hair roots
he must look to countries where there to shrink, loosen nnd die then the
Is still abundant fertile land available hair falls out fast A little Danderlne
at moderate cost, and where these tonight now any time will surely
lands are to be purchased on terms save your hair.
which make It possible for the settler
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
with small capital to become a farm Danderlne from any store, and after
owner ns the result of n few years' la- the first application your hair will
bor. He will also want lnnd In a counlife, luster and luxuriance
on
try where the practices of the people take Isthat
so beautiful.
It will become
are similar to those to which he has which
fluffy
and have the appearbeen accustomed ; a country with the wavy and
same langunge, same religion, same ance of abundance; an Incomparable
general habits of living, with lnws, gloss and softness, but what will
currency, weights and measures, etc., please you most will be after just a
based on the same principles as those few weeks' use, when you will actualwith which he is familiar. He wants ly see a lot of fine, downy hair new
a country where he can buy land from huir growing all over the scalp.' Adv.
$10.00 to $30.00 an acre, which will
produce as big or bigger crops as those
He Knew.
he has been accustomed to from lands
A supervising principal recently was
at $100.00 an acre. He wants this testing some children in rending nnd.
land where social conditions will be In orilcr to know whether they Interattractive to himself and his family, preted correctly, asked the meaning
and where he can look forward with of different words. One word which
confidence to being In a few years In- promised difficulty was "christened.'
dependent, and well started on the When asked, none could tell Its meanroad to flnnnctnl success.
ing. In order to lend up to its meanAll these conditions he will find In ing the supervisor asked : "Well, what
Western Canada, and nowhere else. do they do when a baby's born?"
One urchin, whose home must have
The provinces of Alberta, Saskntche-wa- u
and Mnnltoba, commonly called had a recent visit from Mr. Stork,
Western Canada," provide the one popiHHl up "and snid, "They weigh It"

Offered.
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A ROMANCE OF
OLD MEXICO
HH.VAN LOAN
FROM THE PHO-

NOVELIZED

TOPLAY

SERIAL

SAME NAME,
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RELEASED BY
FILM MANCOMPANY

THE UNIVERSAL
UFACTURING

SYNOPSIS.
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Liberty Horton, American heiress and
owner of a large Mexican estate, is captured and held lor ransom by Juan
Lopez, a noted Mexican Insurrecto. While
In his camp she overhears a plan to attack an American town and army camp.
She escapes with the aid of Pedro, a
faithful servant, and while a rescuing
party, headed by Major Winston, U. 8.
army. Captain Rut ledge of the Texas
Rangers, who Is In love with her, and
Manuel Leon, son of her other guardian,
stop pursuit, she rides to warn the Americans, but Is too late and the Mexicans
attack. They are repulsed by American
soldiers that night. Pancho Leon threatens Major Winston with exposure of misappropriation of funds left In his care,
unless he, Major Winston, forces Liberty
to marry his son Manuel. The major refuses. Liberty, who has heard the argument between Pancho and the major,
steps Into the room, and to save the
major's honor, she agrees to marry Manuel. Rutledge prevents Pedro from killing Manuel.
The marriage takes place.
Major Winston, with Rutledge, leaves to
join the troops, who have, in the meantime, received
orders to cross the Une
and bring back, dead or alive, the parties
responsible for the Discovery outrage.
goes
to Liberty's room that night
Manuel
and Is watched by Therese. Liberty tells
him she Is his wife in name only. As he
is leaving, ThereBe attempts to kill Manuel. Pedro arrives at the hacienda in
time to hear Therese telling Liberty that
although shi- Is Manuel's wife tn the eyes
of the law, In the eyes of God she (Therese)
Is his wife. Pedro confirms this statement.
Manuel joins Lopez.
Liberty makes a
desperate effort to escape. Lopes attempts to blow up American troops at
Larlnda, but plan is foiled by Liberty.
Aviator arrives at camp of Major Winston with orders to stop Invasion pending
diplomatic negotiations. Rutledge goes to
rescue Liberty, who with Pedro escapes
into the desert.

NEWS-HERAL-

ledge, "unless Pedro gets back to time
with Winston and the boys."
Liberty, waking from her afternoon
siesta, walked to the window of her
cell to gaze upon the havoc created by
the explosion of the ammunition and
dynamite. Across the sands she saw a
body of Mexicans leading a familiar
figure toward the hut which Lopez
made his headquarters.
"Bob Rutledge 1" she gasped, as the
figures drew closer.
The bandits halted In front of Lopez's cabin where Liberty could see
and hear everything that passed.
"Well, my gallant Ameriran captain," sneered Lopez, "I suppose you
are after Liberty over there In the
hut?" Lopez pointed to the white-face- d
girl who peered out from behind
the bars of her prison. "Well, tell me
what I want to know and I will let you
go. If you tell me enough, maybe I
will let her go with you. That would
be nice, wouldn't it?"
"Save your wind," replied Rutledge.
"Take him out," ordered Lopez.
"Give him a little Mexican Inquisition.
And do it so that tiger cat over there
can see It." Lopez pointed to Liberty,
who stood white faced with her brow
pressed against the bars of her cell.
Meanwhile Pedro rode madly across
the desert Toward three o'clock he
raced down the last sand hill which
separated him from the American encampment. Breathlessly be rode up to
Major Winston's tent.
"They've got Rutledge, major," he
panted.

Without an instant's hesitation Major Winston seized a bugle that lay on
a camp chair and shrilled out a blast
that brought the entire camp to its
feet. Throwing
the bugle to the
ground Winston leaped to his horse
and was off before his own men had
thrown saddles on their mounts.
Lopez stood to one side as his bandits led Bob out to the wall of a whitewashed adobe hut.
"Some of you fellows that are handy

lowers held a council of war to decide
how to rescue their leader. Finally
Manuel mounted a horse and, taking a
circuitous route, rode off with the Intention of waylaying Rutledge and Liberty at a bend In the desert trail.
Rutledge
some such
anticipated
move on the part of the insurrectos
and whispered his suspicions to Liberty. "You had better ride on ahead,
my dear," he said. "I will take my
chances with Lopez. Try to pick up
Pedro. I am sure he escaped, and if
he did he will be on the way back by
now with some of the boys."
Two miles down the trail Liberty
thought she heard a shot. Rutledge
and Lopez were invisible in the long
sandy hollow behind her.
Liberty had heard a shot Rutledge,
jogging along with Lopez a few feet
in front of him suddenly felt a burning sensation in his right arm.
"Winged!" Rutledge hastily shifted
his revolver to his left hand. Several
hundred yards to the left a crumbling
'dobe shelter gave him an idea. Realizing that bis profusely bleeding wound
might put him at Lopez's mercy in a
few minutes, Rutledge seized the bridle
of the letter's horse.
"Beat it I" he ordered. "And beat It
quick."
Lopez, glad to escape under any conditions, roweled his mount and slid to
the opposite side in Indian fashion,
fearing that Rutledge would give him
a parting shot. The American, however, cantered slowly to a 'dobe hut,
binding his wound on the way with a
bandanna handkerchief. Another shot,
and then a score sputted on the walls
of the but as Rutledge clanged the
metal door shut behind him, leaving his
horse outside.
He knew that either Liberty or
Pedro would be along with help soon,
and in this he was not disappointed.
Pedro, with four daring riders, in fact
already was on his way, Intent upon
rescuing Bob Rutledge.
Meanwhile
the rest of the cavalrymen were riding
up
the band of Insurahead to round
rectos at their desert retreat.

NINTH EPISODE.
A

Daughter of Mars.

"That's

strange," remarked

Caused Colored Boy to
consider Request for Employment In Munition Works.

Question

JOB
Re-

George Ade says thnt a friend of his
In Bridgeport, Conn., had a negro boy
working for him as janitor. One morning the darky announced that be was

about to quit
"I laks yon, boss," he explained to
Ade's friend, "and I ain't got no fault
to find wld dls heah job. But dey tells

every poison and Impurltj
oí your blood,
by Dr. Pieree'i
Golden Medical

l. b. suite)

Persons suffering from toe mach uric
acid in the system frequently look older
than they should. They age faster and
the appearance of gray hair or baldhead
in early years is, indeed, often a sign of
urio acid. The face appears lean and
haggard, lines and wrinkles appearing in
young men or women.
The best way to comDai wis premature ase and the obstruction to the
arteries and faulty circulation is of the
simplest: Drink copiously of pure water
between meals. This wiu not make you
fat, as it is only the water taken with
the meals that fattens. Obtain at any
drug store a small package of An uric,
which is to be taken before meals, in
order to expel the uric acid from the
ystem. The painful effects of backache,
lumbago, rheumatism, gout, dun to urio
fccid in the blood should quickly disappear
liter treatment with Anuric.

Discovery.

Then there's a
clear skin and
a clean system.

Tetter,Eczema.
Salt-rheu-

jwjiih, iarouncies,
umargea uianas.
Swellings, and all Blood and Skin
Diseases, from a common blotch or eruption
to scrofula, are bonellted by It
In building up needed flesh and
strength of pale, puny, scrofulous child- In "1U'i
tabieTforn? CQ 6qUal

'

FOR OOOD HEALTH AND LONd LIF8
Do not eat meat more than once a day.
Drink rntanfvJ nl
n ww. ,
" n,i
wuir
doors, and take fa pleasant laxative at
least once a week. Such a one is made
of May-applroot ot jalap, juice of
aloes, sugar-coateand first made up
ns
and HnM
rtr
Plnrna Pl.aB.n,
wnu, Q.nn..
Uiic MI
nearly fifty years ago.
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W. L. DOUGLAS
THE SHOE THAT HOLDS IT3 SHAPE

$3 $3.50
$4.50 $5 $6 $7 & $8ANHN.N
$4 Wearing
Money
by
W. i JJousiaa
Save
shoes. For sale by over 9000 shoe dealers.
The Best Known Shoes in the World.

'. L. Douglas name and the retail price b tamped on the boe
torn of all shoes at die factory. The value is guaranteed and
the wearer protected against high prices foe inferior shoes. The
retail prices are the same everywhere. They cost no more in San
Francisco than they do in New York. They re always worth the
price paid for them.
' I 'he quality of W. L. Douglas product 2s guaranteed by more
than 40 years experience in making fine shoes. The smart
styles are the leaders in the Fashion Centres of America.
They are made in a
factory at Brockton, Mass--by
the highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under the direction ana
supervision ot experienced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes tor the price that money
can cuy.
Ask your shoe dealer for W. I. Douglas shoe. If he flan
not supply you with th kind you want, take no other iV.

JjL BtwAne

make. Write for Interesting booklet explaining how to LWlíP
shoes of the highest standard of quality for the price,
Cet return
mall, postage free.

or
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Boys' Shoes

But In tin World
$3.00 $2.60 & $2.00
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nr.
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Might Help.
Not Her Job.
She cliutteil guyly while he tinkered He was a young subaltern. One eve-wlt- h
nlng the sister in the hospital had
a balky motor.
"Yes, the story gave me quite a Just finished making him comfortable
sturt."
for the night, and before going oft
"I'm," he growled, I wish you'd duty usked : "Is there anything I can
tell It to this automobile."
do for you before I leave?"
Dear little Two Stars replied :
"Well, yes! I should like very much
"
be kissed
SYRUP OF FIGS FOR to Sister
rustled to the door. "Just
wait till I call the orderly," she said.
"He does all the rough work here."
London Opinion,
A

Imnortantto Mother

It is cruel to force nauseating,

harsh

phySIO intO
Sick Child.

a

ZSSTJS
,,r

for Infants and children, and see that it

Bean the

.

'J. i4C1&-

Look back at vour childhood days.
TJse for Over 30 Tear.
Remember the "dose" mother Insisted In
" x"'
on castor oil, calomel, cathartics. """"
How you hated them, how you fought
Also Economical.
against taking them.
She was comely and a widow, and,
With our children It's different
Mothers who cling to the old form icf
Mackintosh, her late hus- physic imply don t realize what they
m
and then from
ba
do. The children B revolt is
Bult(Jrg cnose no
nome.
UtUe
lnBldes
kF i6Dd8r
Macklntyre for her second,
injured
"I'm no' guid enough for ye, dear!"
If your child's stomach, liver anaift wlll
red. ..Wnat for dId ye choose
,
bowels need cleansing, give only de l--,
clous "California Syrup of Figs." It.
Ah, weel, ye see,"- - laughed the
action Is positive, but gentle. Million, pretty widow, "yer name's Macklnof mothers keep this harmless "fruit tyre."
'
2
laxative" handy; they know children "Yes, but " began" the bewildered
love to take It; that it never falls to .Miltn,.
clean the liver and bowel, and sweet
An',
fln,shea tne w,d
k
,
en the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
marke1 .M.a.c.kl...
given today saves a sick child tomor--

.

r

But- -

LOST ENTHUSIASM FOR
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bXPELLLD
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Liberty now had two weapons, the
Kunrd's rifle and the revolver she had
found under the blanket. The sight of
Lopez and Manuel laughing as they
talked beside the cases of ammunition
gave her an idea.
Slowly she raised the rifle between
the bars of the cell window and pulled
the trigger.
A tremendous explosion followed as
the bullet struck a case of dynamite.
Lopez and Manuel were burled beneath
i mountain of sand. Attracted by the
mysterious explosion, a hundred soldiers came running to their aid.
They helped carry Lopez Into the
hut which he made his quarters.
"A few bad cuts, hut otherwise neither of them are seriously Injured," remarked the surgeon after a cursory
examination.
A half mile from the explosion Pedro
and Rutledge lay snuggled behind a
sand mound.
ledge, "I was Just drawing a bead on
that pile of cases when up she went."
Bob nnd Pedro had tethered their
horses to a sturdy cactus not far from
where they lay hidden.
"I guess we had better get back to
the horses," remnrked Rutledge. "They
will be Investigating soon, nnd we don't
want to be caught without our
mounts."
Upon reaching the top of the next
sand knoll Rutledge made a disheartening discovery.
Their horses were
gone!
"Now we are up against It," declared
Rutledge savagely.
The Mexicans, never suspecting that
Liberty had fired the shot which blew
up their ammunition, had now separated into bands and were scouring
the surrounding desert for the Americans whom they suspected of being
In the vicinity.
Two of Lopez' horsemen topped the rise a hundred feet
from Rutledge and Pedro.
Pedro and Bob hurriedly scurried
across the sand nnd without waiting
a moment jumped to the backs of the
'lorses. The two Mexicans cried out In
fright as the Americans sprang up behind them. Pedro, with his superior
strength, was able to grasp his man
with a strangle hold which prevented
the latter from putting up a fight, but
Rutledge had his bands full. Els man
turned npon him savagely, whipping
out his knife at the same moment.
A terrific struggle followed.
The
Mexican succeeded In reaching his revolver after Rutledge had wrenched
his knife from him. Before Rutledge
could prevent him the Mexican had
fired a warning shot, which attracted
the attention of the Mexicans in the
valley.
"
Some miles farther on Pedro's Mexican also began to show fight. The wiry
young scout made short work of him,
however.
Bob now realized that it was his life
against the Mexican's, and when the
hitter, after firing a shot to attract
his fellow bandits, turned the barrel
on him, Rutledge shot without hesitation and ducked as the Mexican's bullet whizzed by his head. The Mexican dropped dead.
Using the bandit's body as a shelter,
Bob now turned his attention to the
Mexicans who were drawing in upon
him.
"This-i- s
the finish," thought Rut- -

Old Looks?

"I Suppose You Are After Liberty."
with your knives show as what you can
throwing," comdo at
manded Lopez. "See how thick the
American's hide is."
"Stop it!"
Lopez wheeled around to find himself looking Into the barrel of Liberty's
rifle.
"Pancho Lopez," shouted Liberty,
her voice hoarse Jtb determination,
"the first knife that Is flung at Rutledge means a bullet through your mis-

Pedro and his men bad gone only a
few miles along the trail when they
came upon Liberty, who quickly gasped
out her story to them. In the distance,
even as she talked, they could hear

row' ,

.
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t
Z
I."""
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- .
on each bottle. Adv.

In Jungle Land.
be afraid to come in.
wh ug onl
r Monk ,t
d
houlderg
o
Giraffe-D- on't

"

Not 8urprWnB.
faint reports.
Topping the last rise which lay be"He passed away very calmly."
No Wonder.
tween them and the hollow which
"Naturully ; he was an
"What did your husband think of ilinn.'
marked the bed of a "lost" river, they
hat you bought ?'
saw faint puffs of smoke coming from Jiat twenty-dolla- r
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
"Oh, he Just raved over it."
the 'dobe hut In which Rutledge had
tnken refuge. On the crest of the op-

easy-goin- g

17.

erable head."

posite hill came answering puffs.
"Let's make for the hut," advised
That night there went forth from Pedro. "That's Bob down there."
Bob threw open wide the door of his
Washington the definite order for the
refuge.
withdrawal of American troops.
"I'm glad you came," he whispered
Alone of all the American officers.
Major Winston, leader of the most ad- faintly. "My wound has made me a
vanced outpost, disobeyed orders. With bit sickish."
Liberty rushed to Bob's Bide and,
bronzed cavalrymen fola hundred-od- d
lowing close behind, the late afternoon tearing her skirt into strips, quickly
of thn day Pancho Lopez stood Bob bound np her sweetheart's bleeding
arm.
Rutledge up against a whitewashed
The cavalrymen had tethered their
'dobe wall, found the grizzled old major and his troopers still fighting their horses and Bob's, which had been
roaming about near the hut on the side
way through the desert sand.
"We may be too late to get Rut- of the cabin which was protected from
Now the enledge alive," declared the Major, "but, the Mexican bullets.
by God, we'll get Lopez and his skunk-colore- d circling movement of the bandits
threatened the horses.
gang."
"Pedro and I will make a break,"
Lopez stood Irresolute, his hands said Liberty. "Stick it out and we'll
raised high in the air while Liberty have the cavalry back here In an hour."
A moment later, with bullets flick
continued to point her short-barrele-d
Ing the sand on all sides of them,
shotgun at him.
"Now, order one of your men to open Pedro and Liberty rode madly away.
Liberty's horse whinnied once in
the door of this hut," shouted Liberty,
"or I'll blow the few brains you have pain, and a moment later she felt him
stagger under a second shot
out on the sand."
"He's done for," cried Liberty. "And
Lopez, knowing well that the American girl meant every word, reluctant- we're done for, too !"
Liberty stepped
Pedro leaped from his pony, seized
ly gave the order.
Liberty by the arm and almost threw
forth from the hut
Rutledge,"
ropes
her into the saddle of his own mount
off
"Take these
"I'll use the dead pony for a breastLiberty then commanded, "and remember, Lopez, if you or any of your men works," shouted Pedro. "Ride for your
make the slightest suspicious move I Ufe, Liberty."
Pedro put the point of his bayonet
will let you have the contents of this
Into the flanks of Liberty's mount and
gun."
Lopez sullenly unbound Rutledge the frothing beast fairly leaped out of
and then, npon Liberty's orders, pushed sight with Liberty clinging desperately
on ahead, while Rutledge and Liberty to its mane.
(END OF NINTH EPISODE.)
followed, Rutledge covering the Mexican bandits with his rifle and Liberty
Happiness.
with the barrel of her shotgun close
Patience "Did the book have a
against Lopez' ribs.
Immediately after Rutledge, Liberty pleasant ending?" Patrice "Oh, yes;
and Lopez had disappeared over the It snid the engagement was broken and
sand dunes on horseback Lopez' fol- - they lived happily forever after."
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PLEASANTVIEW
Special Correspondence.

ftr

Lee Brlggs (e up from Seholl looking
home allaim. H it windmill had arrÍTednJ be
it looking after its erection.
Mr Carrol returned Friday from Socorro
county, whore he was prospecting a lew any,
ür. Deloaa la improving, 'tis reported.
The social at Mr. and Mrs. V B. Manning's
Saturday night was a pleasant affair.
C V. Connor of Cuervo, New Mexico, spent
Saturday in the Walpole home. He was trying
and twimnlifiheii the
!,.. n In Utm untinn
He was a passenger at Broncho for his
end.
home, and will return Boon.
Mr, Goodrum and family from the Panhandle
have moved to this section, and occupy the
home iUBt vacated by G. M. Waggoner, who hasr.
moved to the Khoades ranch juBt west of
His two boys, Abs and Boy, will remain here, making their heme with C, M.
Starks, and grase cattle and attend school till
it closes.
The Arbor and Bird Day exercises were hld
HVMnv anrl in tnri nATit.ir.il tha fUTff hunt. WOIOO
A prize was
the children enjoyed very much.
given She one that found the greatest number
of eggs, which was in favor of Charley Schuess
ler. Visitors were present, and the afternoon

Dr. Mason Is able to be out again.

MORIARTY

LUCY
Special Correspondence.
lira. Jo Rois la reported baa fait wuu
mraolea.
, .,--- ..
..
Mr. and MrB. u. It. urnmmoaa um mru
took .upper with Mr. aud Mr.. C. E . Hale Sua- An caster protrram wrw raiwnw
school house Sunday at t o'olook, and staging
Habías' and Fords are Rett Inn to be the order
L. P. Lumen
of the day in our neighborhood.
.
Das a brand now rorn, nr. uui
i , w. .new
and Mr, and Mrs. ). V: Power, have brand
babies; aud Mr. and aira. Uoorae Kdmonds
nave a oranu now naoy aim a uruu ow .
We are wrmtlaring what will be next.
'The Honor or a UOWDoyy a weewn uiay.
s aiven Saturday ntaht at the school house
by the "Home Talent" troup. It is generally
agreed that it wa. a success. And there ia
of our
strong tBlk of putting it on in some
neighboring Tillages. So if it be desired by
can be had
our neighbors, it is probable that itfuture,
lo
at a reasonable price in the near play, we Just
give some idoa of the vaina of the
state that one man remarked that he paid a
plays
no
better.
see
dollar to

M'lNTOSH

From the Moriarty Messenger.
Mrs Hattie 8 win field, daughter of Mrs. May.
is here from Oklahoma City, looking after her

mother's property.
u nri Um Wallln. frinndsnf Mr. and Mrs.
Savage, arrived from Matador, Texas, Monday.
Mr. Wallin will work for Mr. Savage on his
ranch east of hhore.
nn held Monda Dr. Wig
At h uhnnl
gins and Toney (íomet were elected to the
ooara tor me turro iuu vwu ooi
"
siectively.
n. WÍ1.. kitV.nt- - nf ill WilnV VstlM at Ott-O-The
arrived Saturday from Weit. Texas.
woods around Otto will soon be full of Wileye.
liihaHanini mnMinTmM let them come
out, as we una tuey maae pretty goou ciuwum,
J. W. Wiwins traded for the Wright place
southwest oí town ana how. jiveter uuugu
the Wright place northwest or town.
v ftiihAPt mM fiii tinlrilnirs east of town,
together with claims of Mrs Kincke. Mettle
Belle Gilbert and Jesse Burton, involving 840
deeded landí and no state land to S. K. and W.
J fool, of redericn, UKianoma.

The government says that fences
which enclose public lands must come
down, or else a plat showing exactly
all about it must be tiled in tne sania
Fe land office.
Rinr our last renort until within the
past few days, the weather has been
uu uuov.
ining-w- uw
tne same oia
tin., ma m ManitA BS CJtn't remCm- ago
it clouded
ber it. But a few days
over and yesterday there was .21 of an
ini-- h
of rain a little snow in the morn
ing. Snow fell in the mountains ro a
rlenth of five or six inches. While this
tuaa nnr. an much as we Wanted, it SUf
aqH tn .tnn tria wind and dust for a
The ground has not been dried
time.
at the surface as much as one would
Reports say that in
have supposed.
most places it is but about two inches
to tne moisture

WILLARD

again,

ing with friends here.
Bermnan took Mrs Ueade and Miss
Um Manda Put.toMinn. who a few daTS BgO
t the piotore show the 8th.
Nellie Meade to
erett Torren oe spent was called to Louisiana on account of sickness
Wavnn Lin and
Easter vacation at home. Laws and Lillian of a sister, returned home Monaay.
Mr. and Mrs. Laws. Mabel
I f. Ht.nfnrri nf JrififtnhlirV. TflXSS. and
Dodds attondod the Easier egg hunt at wSdar Homer'
Jones of Meridian. Texas, made filings
iuwho.
families took Easter din- before U. o uommiesioueron uouu
Fix
and
Stump
The
the night train,
They left for their hornee
aalai( nrtr nun llfwuiaaf 111 V
Wallace family.
the
with
ner
her and will return to make improvements on their
Several or our people attended the egg hunt
Mra Wm. Beaty contemplates goina tonext
summer.
this
elaims
Saturday.
the
within
Arizona,
Grove
Jerome,
Cedar
last
at McKinley haa been in this section a few husband at
Jim
two weeks.
many homoseekers here this week
Among
waa in attendance at the siaff-- were. M. the
criwiuru.
J. tferteison ana
. v.. crowd hmiu
dlir. Wallace earn in Saturday from House to i A large
Rrniitit ftj!nann.
Meridian, Texas; W. H. Franklin, Tahoka,
Louise Archer entertained all the lit Texas ; N. P. Pratt, Salina, Kansas.
visit with his daughter, Mrs. V. B. Manning,
,
Little
'
egg
nor
nunc
ar
few days.
an
nuw
wuu.
tle folks with
Francisco Sanchez, who on last Paturday was
brought before the court of J. L. Lobb to answithwer to a charge of carrying sheep away
consent of the owners,
out the knowledge or effect,)
furnished a $500
(or something to that
hearing
preliminary
bond to appear for a
Tuesday. He waived examination to await the
Special Correspondence,
action of the grand jury.
We were all blessed with a beautiful Easter
Judge John A. Lobb is attending court in
Moet of the Baptist people went irom
Time ia the test of truth. And Sunday. SCIIOOl
Alamogordo this week.
wj
wuw
over
iue vouai
Doan's Kidney Fills have stood the Sunday
house to hear Rev. Brew preach.
Mr. Flowers has returned home with his and
test. No Estancia resident who sutlers other
parties' cattle.
uu r luwcis, wuu wu
Messrs. ivenaan
backache, or annoying; urinary ills can
of the mountain, are now here.
north
twice-told
by
this
and Marion Koen made a
remain unconvinced
Ike; Hichardsoo
In
wawtr tn iHlnvi.
the Independent
testimony.
Thepiesupoer Friday night at the home of From
Tim o. T Amhla wsi nvar from Estancia Yes
l.wrorj,
Santa Mrs. LflgUtlOOl IOr feature,
tue DtHtPllb I wb
Albino Ortega, College
regret
very
and
terday
eojoyable
tioma
after invoicing the stock of the
was an
Griffin Drug Company, took over the Bame. On
Fe, N. Méx., says: "My back and much at not gettinghnj) to go.
some business matters at Estancia
TorvMtfiirt
noorlv lately.
been
of
account
Un
pains
had
I
kidneys troubled me.
Ernest Taack and Cecil Markntn went to ho ha.i tn rAtiirn. hut will be back with his
family early next week. Very neat residence
Uatiinlav tn Ka itt rha nlav that nitrbt.
through my loins and the least move l.nnH. H.
Meador and family visited at the home rooms have been nttea up in tne rear tu tue
was
rest
My
made the trouble worse.
Duiluing, waere tae am Dies wiu uw uumiunou
f Otis Foster Raster Sunday.
Mr. Perry and wife were visiting Mrs. Ferry s
An election of school directors was held on
broken by my kidneys acting too fre- parents
over emmay.
Monday to ohoose a successor to Mrs. (. V,
quently. The kidney secretions were
expires this spring.
H anion, whose term
Things started off very tame, bat as tbe day
scanty and now and then scalded in
rotes
progressed, things warmed up, sixty-fiv- e
Kidby
five o'clock. The count showed
being polled
passage. Reading about Doan's
thirty-thre- e
received
Mrs. H anion bad
that
reney Pills, I tried tbem. I found
vntMti while J. A. Coo ner had received thirtySpecial Correspondence,
two. Several were on band to vote at thecles-tnlief from the first and by continued
Misses Lucy and Mildred Clark are on the
of the polls thinking the time for closing
v
week.
tnis
The
pain.
list
, waB the same as in the general election at six
sick
use mv back was freed from , .
I
Waiuon neiiey aan aanfrnter nuin ui o'clock.
John
me
Kentucky, who hae been visiting relatives
kidney secretions stopped bothering
Burt returaed from
rVmntv flnnnrlntendent
OA , I the Bnckners. Jacksons, Mrs. Kuyki nnil all and
given June
(Statement
too."
Ur miUn- - jackKm Long for tbe riant week. stanoia last Saturday quite ill. He had been
went to Albuquerque Thursday last to Tisit W. suffering from tbe grip for a week or more, but
1909.)
anyway.
He
meeting
attended the teachers'
Wareana wue.
W H. Rnr.lrnnr entertained
THREE YEARS
ftv dinner wm KtriekftQ with ervsioelas and has been eon- MORE THAN
reports
Katchin,
hia
return.
Mrs.
Late
his
since
Mr.
Fred
to
Tbnrsdsy
bel
last
fined
and
on
LATER, Mr. Ortega said: "I speak in Donor or sir neur ana asuguter.
are that he is improving.
Ur ami Mn. Vrtvi Katchin entertained for
just as highly of Doan's Kidney Pills dinner
Miss Nell H anion, who has been U. S. Com
on Friday last Mr. and Mrs. W, S. Back- here for some time, resigned last
now as ever. Do an's Kidney Pills have ner and family ana tueir Tisicors, onn vv siaan missioner
week and left on Sunday morning for Clovis,
ana
Kelley
aauirbter.
never failed to lielp me when I have
Unst every bod r from this vicinity was in Es where she hae tauea a p. siuon as stenograpner
T. Ti. Rtuhhlefiald and J. N. Burton
tancia on Saturday last, (all except the Bick
of Es
'
taken them."
.
ones.)
. ,
,
,
tancia, were Mauctainasr visitón yesterday
Miss joy Miner orfjeaar urove is qni bick
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simA vanntr lnriv made
anoearance
at the
hope
her
for
her
writing,
pre
we
en
but
t
the
at
ply ask for a kidney remedy-g- et
speedy recovery.
home of Mr. and Mr. Frank Hill, northwest of
Mn. Si nnnaltui him beei. auite sick for the Mountains.!-las- t
rriaay morning, one hum
Doan's Kidney Pills tbe same that past
two weens, sirs, uicoaros win compieve-- i the country so well that she has decided to
publicly her school for her.
.
stay permanently.
twice
has
Ortega
Mr.
The two Campbell brothers of Caddo, OklaFoster-Milbur- n
Co., homa,
recommended.
and Dalias. Texas, spent a few days
looking
Iiigon
over
tbe
with Mr. and Mrs. H.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
country with a view of locating in this vicinity.
Mrs- Amos Kuykendali and Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson Long entertained for dinner on Sunday last, in honor of their nncle, John Waldon
reg
Kelley. and daughter of Kentucky, the followPROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
The W. C. T. U. held
ing guests: Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Baoknerand
daughter Sara and son William, Mr. and Mrs. ular meet i tip- with MrB. Lasater
It, W. Jackeon, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kutcbin and
on April 9th. The Crusade Pealm
Miss Flossie Big bee.
Tne Stewards, who have moved on the Rich- was used in tne devotional ex
place, are making things lively
ard Crawford turning
song prac
the soil and preparing ercises, and
on that claim,
W. H. MASON
for a bean crop.
and adopted as our own.
Mrs. L. W, Jackson, who taught school at ticed
Thursday
last Interesting selections were read
No. 22. completed bor school on
Physician and Optician
and returned to her borne near here on Sunday
afternoon, much to the joy of her husband, hv MesdameB Abbott. Bretz and
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
who is turning the sod for a big crop of frijoles Park.
Mrs. Lasater offered her
tilia aiiminnr and in t.ired nf Icneninir honse.
Mil bourn bad an April fool trick played home as a regular meeting place,
Estancia, N.M. onShirley
him on Saturday night last, by his horse
un
and waa accented with
getting loose and leaving bim to walk home.
Mr, and Mrs. L. W. Jackson entertained on
any memDer
Wednesday last in honor of Mrs. Jackson's derstanding
nncle, John Waldon Kelley and daughter of should have the meeting with
Kentucky, the following guests: Mr. aud Mrs.
W. S. Bnckner, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Long, her when she wished it, and it
rea
Mrs. Kuykendali and ur. ana Mrs.
Ways and
Nod

l.

kl

Unshaken Testimony
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C.J. Amble

It's cheaper to protect your livestock than
to suffer loss. Standard ' remedies used
intime will practically insure against
blackloss. We carry the best, including
filled.
promptly
orders
Mail
leg vaccine.

XjTj

LaPfl

IFIJI
Ell

Kfl

DIED

fI

Lamb, whose home was east I
of Moriarty, died last Friday night.
1
Funeral services were held in Moriarty Sunday, Rev. W. C. Grant preachi- UJ
ng; the sermon.
Deceased was a member of. the masonic lodge of Estancia, and members
of the order attended the funeral.
Mr. Lamb was above seventy years
of age, but seemed hale and hearty.
Dnmwr. h had for vears been a suf
ferer from heart trouble, and an attack
of grip a few weeks ago aggravated
this trouble.
He was a fine man ana a gooa citi
zen, and had many menus over mo
county who will mourn his dsath.
NfiTinp. IS HEREBY GIVEN to all
nartiea Interested that the stale or
New Mexico has applied for the survey
of the following lands:
SMiHnn. 1 X. A. tl. b. f. o. 9. If. II.
12. 13, 24 snd 25, íand school sections 2,
1
N.. R. 6 E.
99 or,rl ss T
Also the exclusive right of selection v.
davs. as Drovidth. Qtata far Riirtv
ed by the act of Congress, approved
9it Statu.. 394). and
iRth isQ
after the expiration of such a period of
sixty days any land mat may reuní
hv the State and not other
wise appropriated according to law
akn Ka anhiorr. t dianosal under gen
eral laws as other public lands. This
notice does not affect any adverse apsettlement or
by
propriation
otherwise, except under rights that may
k.
.a avint nf nrinr intention.
Dated at Santa Fe this 6th day of
G. R.

Special Correspondence.
J. A. Brittain Is slowly reooverhig from a bad
attack of the grippe. no w usuvr ! .Viggins' From the Record.
Mn J. H. Perrtn returned to her home in
John Bowman is able to be up and around Albuqueniue last week after a few daya visit

Protect Your Stock

f

r

SO-M--

Doughnut!"

E

"Any time you want real
goodies use Calumet iiaking
Powder! My mother uses it
she's
she's tried all others
now sue
learned her lesson
sticks to Calumet.
for making
"Unequalled
tender, wholesome, light bak- -

I

I
"-"-

e. Jaramillo
Juan
I Buy

Insl. Wondfttul lelvenlng and railing
qnalltlM uniform refulti. Mnlher laya
bur
Calumttiirhsmolteconnmlcalto
molt economical to use. Try II at ones.

April,A.D.m7E.uNDsEY(

U.

FOR PUBLICATION

M.

March 6, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that Charles
H. Hatcher, of Willard, New Mexico,
who. on ADril 11th. 1914, made home
stead entry, ' No. 020943, for nwM.
Section 7, Township 4 nortn, anise
10 east, N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Neal Jenson,
at Estancia,
O. S. Commissioner,
New Mexico, on May 16, 1917.
witnesses:
as
Claimant names
B R. Dotson. C. D. Ottosen, Otto
Burt, George S. Alter, all of Willard,
New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
NATURE

CURES.

THE

DOCTOR

TAKES

THE

FEE.

Thorn ia an old savins' that "Nature
cures, the doctor takes the fee," but
ou can help Na
mrsnmns knows
ture very much and thereby enable it
to effect a cure in much less time than
anew
miiallv Kuinirerl. Thfa is Darticular- ly true of colds. Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy relieves the lungs, liquifies
tho much mucus and aids in its ex
pectoration, allays the cough and aids
Nature in restoring the syBtem to a
healthy condition.
the
it
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
that
Department of the Interior,
tí. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
March 6. 1917.
was
convenient.
is hereby given that Thorn aB
means to stimulate interest were Notice
Mexico,
Mcintosh,
of
Smith,
S.
Mrs. Abbott, Miss who. on March 14th. 1910. New
discussed.
made home'
Norris, Mrs. Bretz and Mrs Fin-le- y atead entrv. No. 012915. for seM, Sec
paid dues, and Mrs. Hawkins tion P, Tnwnahin 7 north. Ranife9 east.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
paid fifty cents on ner dues. Ap intention
to make five year Proof, to
were establish claim
refreshments
petizing
to the land above de
served, and each one declared scribed, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
they had not spent a more pleas- Commissioner, at Estancia, N. M., on
ant, instructive and entertaining May 9, 1917.

i

And the Highest
me.
stock of WALL PAPER now on the shelves. Come and see
am in position to meet all competition on chew-ing- d
a
smVking Tobacco. I bave a big stock
Ask for what you
want and you'll find it here. Just received a big stock of
Give me s ca"
T

miAÍ

GROCERIES

Torreón, N. Mex.

7

HARNESS

vrsso(M

aBbPaaaaaasasaasssssssssssBataaBaaWli.

See our line of Harness and extras before
buying. Quality and price guaranteed. We
can Save you Money on Feed,

ra

Plour and Groceries.

Highest Price Paid for Hides

,

Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

v

JHnd Pay eash
Market Price for them

Governor of New Mexico.
NOTICE

-"

Hides and Pelts

Received Hilhest Awards

.,.,,

...Ít

Estancia Drug Company

I

hircanEd;'.:if:Powdersdonot
P"Te
save you money. CS.?-l!-?.e-Sand far superior to e:..r mus r'lu

(Mr.

W. R. Meador & QoThe Quality Store

-

BftRNET FREILINGER

Dairyman:

The Land Man

Ship your cseam direct to the
Valley Creamery Company,.
El Paso, Texas.

Estate and Live Stock
ESTfllVeiH, N. M.

He Buys and Sells Real

-

Express
Charges and Al
ways Pay the Top
Market' Price.
We Pay

It is Always Good Business

2

To have good friends who are willing and able to help you,
to grant you favors, give you good advice and forward your
property. The customers of this Bank always have such a
friend. We are interested in their welfare in every way and
do everything to show it. We keep their money safely; in
fact, we will give your business the same attention we do
our own. We stand ready to loan you money at any time
upon approved security. We respectfully solicit your future
business in every detail.

You will receive payment for every
ounce of butter fat your cream
contains. Prompt return of cans.
Check mailed as soon as cream can
be tested. Give us a trial. Write
for further information and shipping tags.

Torrance County Savings Bank

Rio Grande Valley Creamery Company, P. 0. Box 28, El Paso,
Texas.

w

Willard, New Mexico

t
t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
Treating of Eyes and Fitting of
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Glasses a Specialty.
March 6, 1917.
the present writiuff,
Printing Offioe
Office opposite
The Clarks and Chandlers spent Easter in
Notice is hereby given that Henry
Kotanrin.
ESTANCIA. N. M.
Cox,, of Estancia, New Mexico, who, on
Miss Mary Grassham is laid up from the
aeserc
of stepping on s nail.
September otn, lain, maae
The YoungB, Milbouros, LongB, Kuykendalls.
land entry, No. 017147, for Lot 1, SecStewards, Ligons and Orasshams attended
8
Range
6
north.
tion 23, Township
Chas. R. Easley
Easter services at i;euar
Chas. F. Easley
Mr. and Mrs. Laws and daughter Mabel and
east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noLand Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
attended
Dodds
of
Mcintosh
Miss
Lillian
tice of intention to make final Proof
EASLEY & EASLEY
Eattter services at Cedar Qrove.
under the third paragraph of the Act
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance.
Claimant names aB witnesses:
Mrs. Jackson Long is on the sick list this aiternoon.
Attorneys at Law
4, 1915. to establish claim to
week, L. W. Jackson is also under the weather,
RHorin I,. Garvin. Howard Ogilvie, of March
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
so many Irons in tbe fire that he is
has
be
and
land above iVsrrnbed, before Neal
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept. very anxious to get through before the rains
Harry E Ogilvie, Mark A. Smith, all the
Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, at Estan
ledged. Residences and
begin to tail, ne nas nis nouse unuer conLand Grants and Titles Examined.
Mexico.
New
Estancia,
of
CLUB
WOMAfrS
Btnmt.ii-isnrl in iilnnrina a hit? criin.
cia, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
SANTA FE, N.M.
Farms tor Kent.
Sondav ichool will be organized at Silverton
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
1917.
May,
Every
on next Sunday morning, April 18th.
Claimant names as witnesses:
body invited.
Rjiv Milter lathe handiest bov we know of
The regular meeting of tbe
F. T. Meadows. E. L. Cox. James A.
Sunday morning early he
AND INDIGESTION.
CONSTIPATION
with his carryall.
Ingle, John M. Spruill, all of Estancia,
began to meet the crowds that were Walking Woman's Club was held on Fri
Persons suf jNew Mexico.
Thoaa are twin evils.
and landed tbem at the church, and in the day afternoon at the club room,
afternoon he took them home.
are often FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
fering from indigestion
The Easter services at Cedar Grove on Sun
Mrs. Garvin being hostess. A troubled
FRED Ha AYERS
Mrs. Robwith constipation.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
day last were good. A splendid sermon was
FP315LP4-1- 2
III., writes that
and
preached by Bro. W, H. Ligon in the morning. large number was present and ert Allison, Mattoon,
"K" Lists
Department of the Interior,
Aft.nr fin nd r v Mhnol then a bountiful dinner
Attorney and Counselor at Law
she
Mattoon
to
d when she first moved
Am'd List
was
maniiest-eenthusiasm
much
the
to
enjoyed
themselves
spread
all
and
was
S. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
indigestion
OF
from
ENTRY
crreat
urna
a
sufferer
Tn
RESTORATION
gone
fullest in fact, I think some must have
toward the work and aim of and constipation.
Offlee hoars :) a m to 4 :80pm
Food distressed her
away mournful (more 'an full.) There wsb
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
March 6, 1917.
Mrs. Garvin read nH ihoro waa a feelinir like a heavy
club.
by the young people while we older the
singing
lands
given
the
that
Notice is hereby given that William Notice is hereby
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA,
ones bid the eggs amongst the oactns and the President
Wilson's message to weitrht pressing on her stomach and
below, embracing 295.28
H. Ligon, who, on October 18, 1910, described
cedars. Then a communion service was neia,
evnrvone trot bus to hunt eass congress which was heard with hat
Sha rlirl not rest well at night,
No. acres, . within the Manzano National
itT whir.li merry
entry.
mad
Serial
omestead
h
time was had by all. Boxes
part of the
and a right
014367, for the
nwjf and the nH Forest, New Mexico, will he subject to
At and felt worn out a ofgood
of eatables were collected from the tables and deep interest and attention.
Chamberlain's
One bottle
ney. Section 22, Township 7 north settlement and entry under the proB. Swing'
aeut to the sick of the community
v
the close of the meeting the time.
so
trouble
that
corrected
this
Tableta
Range 7 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has visions of the homestead laws of
DBNTIST
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Kelly she has since felt like a different per
filed notice of intention to make final five the United States and the act of June
- NEW MEX.
$100 Jteward, $100
E6TANCIA
Here Is a message to
year Proof, to establish claim to the 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the United
and Mra. Jenson served an ele- son.
Th readers of this paper will be gant
suffering women, from
Sometimes out of town first of week, pleased
land above described, before Neal Jen- States land office at Santa Fe, New
The
two course luncheon.
to learn that there Is at least
Statement.
. Any
Newspaper
on May 28, 1917.
Mrs.
W.
T.
of
Price,
son,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, Mexico,
science
haa
dlseaee that
bat always in Estancia office Fridays one dreaded
invited guests were Mesdames
Publics, Ky.:
"I sufsettler who was actually and in good
New Mexico, on May 10th, 1917.
been able to cur. in all Its stages and
of the ownership, manage
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building that
Nash, Kemp Statement
of said lands for
any
claiming
painful...",
fered
with
la catarrh. Catarrh being greatly Pace, Sherwood,
faith
Claimant names as witnesses:
firrMllatinn. etc..
by constitutional conditions
influenced
she writes. "I got down;
agricultural purposes prior to January
The next of mrmt
and Miss Sharron.
published
Estancia News-Heral- d
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's meeting will be
Swancy J. Hubbard, John M. Milhourn, 1, 1906, and has not abandoned same,
with a weakness in my
with Mrs. Kelly weekly at Estancia, N., M. for April
W. DRAYTON WASS0N
Catarrh- - Medicine is taken internally and
Estancia.
R.
William
of
all
Meador,
and
Bur-factack
has a preference right to make a homelimbs...!
Mucoua
on
1
the
1917.
meta thru the Blood
at the club room, April 20th.
New Mexico; Frank Laws, of Mcintosh, stead entry for the lands actually ocfelt helpless and disof the Byatem thereby deatroylng
Name of Editor. J. A. Constant
Attorney at Law
disease, giving the
New
Said lands were listed upon
Mexico.
cupied.
couraged...!
about
the foundation ofbythebuilding
had
W. A. Marshall, who located Pnat nffira address. Estancia. N. M.
up the conpatient strength
given up hopes of ever
the applications of the persons menFRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
its southwest of Negra about a year
of Managing Editor, J. A.
stitution and assisting nature in sodoing
Name
who have a preference
being
below,
again,
well
tioned
when
much
Will practice in all Courts of NewMexico
Post-offic- e
work.
The proprietors have
address, Estan.
of Hall's ago. now has a well improved Constant.
a, friend Insisted !
right subject to the prior right of any
faith tn the curative powers
cía,
Al.
N.
offer
they
One
Medicine
that
provided
su:h settler or
Catarrh
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
such settler,
REMOVED.
RHEUMATIC
PAINS
He has drilled several
Narns nf Ruainess Manager. J. A.
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails ranch.
applicant is qualified to make homePost-offic- e
list of testimonials.
Liniaddress, Estan
satisto cure. Send for
fairly
now
a
wells,
and
has
Constant.
Chamberlain's
have
used
"I
stead entry and the preference right is
Address F. J. CHENEY 4 CO.. Toledo. factory water supply.
cia N. M.
ment for pains in the chest and lame exercised
prior to May 28, 1917, on
Oblo. Sold by all Druggist. Tfo.
ness of the shoulders due to rheuma- which date the lands will be subject to
Name of Publisher, J. A. Constant
Post-offic- e
address, Estancia, N. M.
tism, and am pleased to say that it settlement and entry by any qualified
has never failed to give me prompt re- person.
(If a corporation, give
Largest stock of Finished Work
Owners:
NEM SEW, W
The XV
names arid addresses of stockholders
in the state. Designs and samlief." writes Mrs. S. N. Finch, Batavia, B NE4 SEM. NJÍ NWM SEM
of
more
total
holdinir 1 per cent or
N. Y.
ples upon application.
N
SWM
SWM
SB!a.
SW EH-- Ey.
of stock.) J. A. Constant, Es
EH SWM, Sec.
If
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Bowers Monument Qo.9
child
SE4. NWy SK'4,
this vicinity amount
ü..
tancia, N. M.
145
M.
5
P.
M.,
N.
31, I. 6 N.. R.
mortgagees,
Department of tho Interior,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
Known bondholders,
The Woman's Tonic
spoonful of
would
acres, subject to the reservation of a
ü. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N.
215 E. Central
r,H nthr awrMiritv holders, holding 1
right of way for a roadway across the
ner cent or more of total amount of
6, 1917.
tract; application of R. L. Cork, Belen,
I began Cardul. In
bonds, mortgages, or other securities
Lots 1 and
Notice is hereby given that Edwin C New Mexico; List
while I saw a
short
on
Nne'
who,
2. Sec S6, 'I'. 5 N., R. 5 E. , N. MP.
Halrierman, of Palma, N. M..
marked difference. . .
J. A CONSTANT.
of Reyes
application
acres,
83.69
M.,
grew
stronger
right
I
Sworn to and subscribed before me
Salas, Manzano. New Mexico; List
along, and it cured me.
R 8. COCHRANE
this SOth day of March. 1917.
SWW,
NE
NWy
NESÍ
The
I am stouter than I
Neal Jenson,
Seal I
ahinQ nm.tr- - ll.ni id anta. N. M. P.
swm nem' new swy.
WSEJÍ
have been la years."
Notarv Public
7
to
6 E.,
K.
N.,
27.
T.
Sec.
idian, has filed notice of intention
NEM SW4,
If you suffer, you can
( My commission expires Jan. 20, 1W17.)
make five year proof, to establish N. M. P. M., 10 acres; Replication of
what It
appreciate
would
beHarry Glover, Tsjique, New Mexico;
claim to the land above described,
GOOD ADVICE.
means to be strong and
SOME
Lots 1,2 and 4. Sec. 13.
fore H. A. Ballard. U. S. Commissioner, List
well. Thousands of woblood
01
non't think too much of your own
9,
6 N , R. 6 K, N.M. P.M. 80.69
May
T.
at
on
Encino,
Mexico,
give
New
men
Cardul
the
All work guaranteed
help prevent colds, grippe and winter sickness.
methods. Watch other people's ways
24
acres heretofore listed
except
acres,
credit for their good
names aa witnesses:
This is good
learn from them."
the net area being
under List
SCO IT'S is fortifying medicinal-foo- d
of particu- and
health. It should help
riirir-- o
Palma.
eaneciallv when Bilious or con
of
Cecil,
Benigno
of Bonifacio
Baca. A. R.
56 69 acres; application
you. Try CarduL At all
yields'
will find many people
E. faeay, Vigil, Tsjique, New Mexico; Amended
benefit
lar
changing
You
and
seasons,
in
every
W.
stipated.
N.
M.
drop
;
Tenorio,
Tidoro
druggists.
Shop on North Main Street
E73
who use Chamberlain's Tableta for
of Encino, N. M.
8 246. February 28. 1917.
D. K.
List
direct returns in richer blood, stronger lungs, and thou
aiimanta with the best results.
FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register. PARROTT. Acting Assistant Commisgreater resistive power. No alcohol in SCOTT'S.
and will do well to follow their ex
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Jake Bice and father are still on tbe sick
Miss Joy Miller of uedar lirove, wnonas
been down with typhoid fever, is improving at
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Take

MONUMENTS

&Ú YOU DREAD WINTER?
every man, woman and
only take one

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
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after meals for one month, it
to withstand the rigors
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put vigor in theit
winter weather ana
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